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Abstract 

The recent changes of outlet glaciers flow speed have vast control on the undergoing mass 

loss of the Greenland ice sheet. The processes driving the flow variability on different time scales, 

as well as the associated consequences and feedbacks, are not yet entirely understood. This is 

partly because the lack of frequent, precise, and large-scale observations limits the development 

of numerical models. It is particularly difficult to resolve seasonal speed fluctuations, yet it is 

crucial to better constrain the physical processes controlling the ice flow. 

This thesis aims to address (i) the difficulties that exist in establishing robust seasonal time-

series of Greenland glacier surface velocities from satellite observations, and (ii) the use of these 

time-series in numerical models for better understanding of the flow drivers. 

Satellites are able to cover large areas in a relatively short time and uniform way. 

Continuous time-series with seasonal temporal resolution have only started to be used recently, 

due to the limited number of image acquisitions made previously. Nevertheless, the time-series of 

ice surface velocity derived from individual sensors remain temporally incomplete and relatively 

noisy. Taking together three suitable satellites (Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-1) across three 

case study sites in Greenland (Russell sector, Upernavik Isstrøm and Petermann Gletscher), we 

demonstrate that it is possible to obtain continuous year-around time-series only by combining 

results from multiple satellites. It is also shown here that by applying post-processing based on 

the data redundancy to such multi-sensor datasets, we are able to achieve persistent tracking of 

ice surface motion with a temporal resolution of about 2 weeks and mean accuracy of about 10 

m/yr. With such parameters, we can resolve the seasonal variability of greenlandic glaciers where 

previous studies had limited success.  

Elaboration of reliable numerical models which would correctly represent the ice flow 

processes requires suitable observations for the calibration and validation. In the land-terminating 

sector around Russell Gletscher, we explore the ability of an existing numerical modelling 

method to use advantageously the obtained high-frequency satellite-derived maps of surface 

velocity to infer seasonal variations in subglacial conditions. It is widely recognized that they exert 

a major control on the flow variability, however, despite recent theoretical and modelling 

developments, constraining the processes in situ remains a key question in Glaciology. By 

applying the inverse control method implemented in Elmer/Ice on biweekly velocity maps, we 

estimate the year-around evolution of glacier basal sliding speed, basal traction, and subglacial 

water pressure with an unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. Our analysis shows that 

such results can be successfully used to reveal the functioning of the subglacial environment over 

different timescales and its influence on glacier speed. These results also could serve as an 

intermediate validation for more complex ice-flow/subglacial-hydrology coupled models. 

  

 



Résumé 

Les changements récents de la vitesse d'écoulement des glaciers ont une grande influence 

sur la perte de masse actuelle de la calotte glaciaire du Groenland. Les processus à l'origine de la 

variabilité de l'écoulement à différentes échelles de temps, ainsi que les conséquences et les 

rétroactions associées, ne sont pas encore entièrement compris. Ceci est partiellement dû au fait 

que le manque d'observations fréquentes, précises et à grande échelle limite le développement des 

modèles numériques. Il est particulièrement difficile de résoudre les fluctuations saisonnières de 

vitesse, mais il est crucial de mieux contraindre des processus physiques contrôlant l'écoulement 

de la glace.  

Cette thèse se concentre donc sur (i) les difficultés qui existent dans l'établissement de 

séries temporelles saisonnières robustes de la vitesse de surface des glaciers du Groenland à partir 

d'observations satellitaires, et (ii) l'utilisation de ces séries temporelles dans les modèles 

numériques pour une meilleure compréhension des facteurs affectant l'écoulement. 

Les satellites sont capables de couvrir de vastes zones en un temps relativement court et de 

manière uniforme. Les séries temporelles continues avec une résolution temporelle saisonnière 

n'ont commencé à être utilisées que récemment, en raison du nombre limité d'acquisitions 

d'images réalisées auparavant. De plus, les séries temporelles des vitesses dérivées de capteurs 

individuels restent temporellement incomplètes et relativement bruitées. En combinant trois 

satellites appropriés (Landsat-8, Sentinel-2 et Sentinel-1) sur trois sites d'étude au Groenland (les 

secteurs de Russell, Upernavik Isstrøm et Petermann Gletscher), nous démontrons qu'il est 

possible d'obtenir des séries temporelles continues sur toute l'année. Nous montrons également 

ici qu'en appliquant un post-traitement basé sur la redondance des données à ces ensembles de 

mesures multi-capteurs, nous sommes en mesure d'obtenir un suivi du mouvement de la surface 

de la glace avec une résolution temporelle d'environ 2 semaines et une précision moyenne 

d'environ 10 m/an. Avec de tels paramètres, nous pouvons résoudre la variabilité saisonnière des 

glaciers du Groenland où les études précédentes n'ont eu qu'un succès limité.  

L'élaboration de modèles numériques fiables représentant correctement les processus 

affectant l’écoulement de la glace nécessite des observations appropriées pour leurs calibrations et 

validations. Dans le secteur autour de Russell Gletscher, nous explorons la capacité d'une 

méthode de modélisation numérique existante à utiliser avantageusement les séries temporelles 

obtenues précédemment pour en déduire les variations saisonnières des conditions sous-

glaciaires. Il est largement reconnu qu'elles exercent un contrôle majeur sur la variabilité des 

débits, cependant, malgré des développements théoriques et de modélisation récente, la 

contrainte du processus in situ reste une question clé en glaciologie. En appliquant la méthode de 

contrôle inverse mis en œuvre dans le modèle d’écoulement glaciaire Elmer/Ice sur des cartes de 

vitesse bimensuel, nous estimons l'évolution tout au long de l'année de la vitesse de glissement 

basale des glaciers, de la traction basale et de la pression d'eau sous-glaciaire avec une résolution 

spatiale détaillée. Notre analyse montre que ces résultats peuvent être utilisés avec succès pour 

révéler le fonctionnement de l'environnement sous-glaciaire sur différentes échelles de temps et 

son influence sur la vitesse des glaciers. Ces résultats pourraient également servir de validation 

intermédiaire pour des modèles couplés plus complexes entre l'écoulement glaciaire et 

l’hydrologie sous-glaciaire. 



Аннотация 

Колебания скорости течения выводных ледников оказывают значительное влияние 

на современную потерю массы ледяным щитом Гренландии. Процессы, определяющие 

флуктуации скорости в различных временных масштабах, и связанные с этим последствия, 

еще не полностью поняты. Отчасти это связано c отсутствием частых, качественных и 

обширных наблюдений, что ограничивает развитие численного моделирования. 

Особенно сложно вести наблюдения за сезонными флуктуациями скорости, в то время как 

они являются критичными для улучшения нашего понимания физических процессов, 

контролирующих течение ледников.  

Это исследование фокусируется на: (i) создании качественных временных рядов 

наблюдений за поверхностными скоростями гренландских ледников по данным 

спутниковой съемки, и (ii) использовании таких временных рядов в численном 

моделировании для углубления понимания процессов, контролирующих движение 

ледников. 

 Ранее получение непрерывных спутниковых наблюдений с суб-сезонным 

временным разрешением было ограничено частотой получения изображений. 

Современные съемочные системы способны охватывать большие площади за 

относительно короткое время. Однако наблюдения, полученные с помощью отдельных 

спутников, остаются эпизодическими во времени и зашумленными. Используя совместно 

три спутника с подходящими характеристиками (Landsat-8, Sentinel-2 и Sentinel-1) на трех 

тестовых участках в Гренландии (ледники Рассела, Петерманна и Упернавик Исстром), мы 

продемонстрировали, что непрерывные в течении года наблюдения с высоким временным 

разрешением можно получить только путем объединения результатов с нескольких 

спутников. Мы также показали, что, применяя к таким комплексным наблюдениям 

алгоритмы постобработки, основанные на избыточности данных, мы можем создавать 

карты скорости с повторяемостью около 2 недель и точностью около 10 м/год. Ряды 

наблюдений с такими характеристиками позволили нам выявить наличие сезонной 

динамики скорости там, где предыдущие исследования констатировали ее отсутствие. 

Разработка надежных численных моделей течения льда требует подходящих 

наблюдений для калибровки и валидации. На примере ледника Рассела мы исследовали 

способность одного из существующих методов численного моделирования использовать 

с наибольшей отдачей полученные карты поверхностной скорости для определения 

сезонной эволюции подледных условий, которые являются одним из ключевых факторов, 

регулирующим скорость. Применив на двухнедельные измерения скорости метод 

инверсии, реализованный в модели Elmer/Ice, мы получили воспроизведение годовой 

эволюции скорости скольжения, базального трения и давления базальной воды с 

недостижимым ранее временным и пространственным разрешением. Анализ показал, что 

такие результаты могут быть успешно использованы для концептуализации 

функционирования подледниковой среды в различных временных масштабах и ее 

влияния на скорость движения ледника. Эти результаты также могут служить 

промежуточным звеном для построения более сложных моделей, связывающих динамику 

движения льда и подледную гидрологию. 
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Introduction 

…The accuracy (or “skill”) that can be achieved by predictive models 

rests as much on the quality of data available for testing as it does on 

the insightful representation of the physical processes. Weather 

prediction models exhibit a good deal of skill, not because the 

atmosphere is simpler or better understood than ice flow, but because 

those models are run and tested with different starting conditions 

every day and are modified when proved inadequate…               

Why Is It Hard to Predict the Future of Ice Sheets?           

David G. Vaughan and Robert Arthern, Science, 2007 

 

 

  

Observed sea-level rise (SLR) over the last few decades is the result of the current climate 

warming. The primary contributors to SLR are the ocean thermal expansion (42%), the mountain 

glaciers (21%), as well as the Greenland (15%) and Antarctic (8%) ice sheets (Cazenave et al., 

2018). In particular, the ice sheets are now contributing faster than it was anticipated even 20 

years ago. The changes of the ice sheet mass balance are still the main source of uncertainty in 

the SLR future projections. While the future rate of mass loss through surface melting controlled 

by climate conditions is predicted with higher certainty, the processes that control glaciers flow 

responsible for the ice transfer towards the melting area and discharge fronts, are still 

insufficiently understood and weakly constrained in numerical models.  

To access the net values of an ice sheet contribution to SLR, which is in fact the 

"displacement" of water from cryosphere to the ocean, changes in the total mass in time or net 

mass fluxes coming in and out of an ice-sheet system should be investigated. Total mass balance 

(MB) of an ice sheet is a net sum of the surface mass balance (SMB), the ice discharge into the 

ocean (D), and the basal mass balance (BMB) that is usually ignored because its first estimations 

appeared only recently. SMB is the mass flux that is exchanged through the upper free surface 

and results from the difference between accumulation terms (mostly from snow falls) and 

ablation terms (melt water runoff, sublimation). It can have a negative value, meaning that more 

ice melted than was accumulated in a given time.  It is driven by precipitations and air 

temperature and thus directly depends on climate conditions. To estimate and forecast the 

evolution of SMB over entire ice sheets, the mentioned elements are commonly derived from 

climate models, meaning that the projections are highly dependent on the chosen climate 

scenario of greenhouse gases emission (IPCC Working Group 1 et al., 2013). BMB has a similar 

idea to SMB but refers to the basal glacier surface. The main process happening here is basal 

melting. D, oppositely to two other terms, is the dynamic output of ice, meaning that it is 

happening due to the ice flow. As floating ice already contributes to sea level, D usually 

represents the ice flux of ice that detaches from the ground and goes afloat either to form an ice 

shelf or to be calved. Being the flux toward the front, D depends on the flow speed and glacier 
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terminus geometry including ice thickness, and is influenced over time by flow dynamics and 

glacier interaction with ocean and atmosphere which can intensify calving. This is the component 

that currently brings the highest uncertainty into MB projections of the ice sheets. 

In this study, we will focus on the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS). In the last decade, a number 

of investigations have done the estimations of its SMB, D or total MB with different technics – 

altimetry, gravimetry, or input/output fluxes. All of them agree that during the last decades GrIS 

has been losing mass at an increasing rate (Figure 1), and that since about the 2000s SMB has 

become persistently negative, while D demonstrates a general increase (Shepherd et al., 2020). 

For instance, one of the studies (which did not account for BMB) shows that Greenland was 

losing mass in 1990–2000 at a relatively small rate -41±17 Gt/yr, but this process has accelerated 

and MB decreased to -286±20 Gt/yr in 2010–2018 (Mouginot et al., 2019). The same study has 

found that D was the major driver of mass loss during the previous century (66±8% of MB), but 

in the last two decades SMB dominates (55±5%). Thus, both mass balance components change 

in absolute values, but SMB does it almost twice as fast. The latter became more negative, first of 

all, due to a strong rise in surface melting which is provoked now by the air temperature increase 

and ice surface darkening in the ablation zone (Bevis et al., 2018). The D grow up due to the 

glacier flow acceleration that brings more ice towards the ocean. In turn, BMB was currently 

estimated only once, by the input/output fluxes approach, and is presently about -21.4±~4 

Gt/yr or almost 8% of the mentioned MB estimation (Karlsson et al., 2021). Together with other 

MB components, it is currently intensifying the mass loss, which became 10% more negative 

during the first decade of the 2000s due to the glaciers flow acceleration (Karlsson et al., 2021).  

 

Figure 1 Cumulative anomalies in the total mass, SMB and D of the Greenland Ice Sheet, 
averaged from multiples modelling studies, with corresponding 1σ uncertainty; dotted 
line is MB satellite-observation-based estimation; the arbitrary 0 corresponds to the 5-
years average MB since the start of the authors' satellite observations in 1992. From 

(Shepherd et al., 2020). 

Changes in glacier flow speed are important for the total mass loss of the GrIS. Speed 

increase, usually initially provoked by increasing surface melt and/or ice front retreat, is able to 

trigger negative feedbacks on MB. This is because flow acceleration means that more ice per time 

is transferred from higher accumulation zone to the lower melting-exposed areas and towards 

discharge fronts; being not compensated by a raised snow accumulation, this will lead to a deficit 

MB. For instance, just two sectors, North-West and South-East, contribute now to over 80% of 

the total Greenlandic D, after a significant recent increase in the rate of calving rate of glaciers in 

these sectors (Bunce et al., 2018). The latter was caused by the ice motion destabilization, 
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manifested in significant speed-ups, accompanied by ice front retreats of more than 95% of the 

marine-terminating glaciers in these sectors (Bjørk et al., 2012; Bunce et al., 2018; Khan et al., 

2014a; Moon and Joughin, 2008). Currently, such large-scale and dramatic-rate changes in glacier 

flow dynamics are hardly predictable, that is why ice sheets are the major source of SLR 

uncertainties.  

 

The processes driving the flow speed fluctuations on land- and marine-terminating glaciers, 

as well as the associated consequences and feedbacks, are still not entirely understood, especially 

when it comes to specific glaciers. The major reason for that is the spatio-temporal multi-scale 

variability of processes, which complicates the investigations. To estimate the current state of 

glacier dynamics, better conceptualize the physics of flow acceleration drivers, or make more 

accurate projections of GrIS future and SLR, extensive observations and realistic models are 

required. Herewith, elaboration of good models itself requires observations for the calibration 

and validation. At present, the modelling studies operating on a large scale and high temporal 

resolution usually involve many assumptions and synthetic data to represent ice flow speed and 

boundary conditions. On the other hand, the observations-based studies stay local or investigate 

the multi-annual flow dynamics. Thus, one of the critical points for further advances is the 

limited space coverage and time duration of suitable observations of the glaciers state and 

surrounding environment conditions (Vaughan and Arthern, 2007). At the actual state-of-

the-art, this is especially true for the flow speed variability occurring at seasonal time-scales.  

One of the most required and most easily accessible parameters for observation is ice 

surface speed. For instance, in contrast with measurements of basal environment conditions or 

ice material properties, it does not require complex manipulations like borehole drilling. 

Nevertheless, making speed observations in a continuous, frequent and spatially-extended way 

across Greenland is challenging due to its size and limited accessibility. The in-situ measurements 

by GPS are very valuable as they are very precise and have high temporal resolution. However, 

they remain spatially local and usually are not extended more than few years. This limits our 

ability to observe and understand dynamic changes over large areas and long periods of time. In 

contrast, the satellite observations are able to cover large areas in a relatively short time (several 

days) and uniformly, being also a more cost-effective solution for the end user than deploying a 

large-cover GPS network. While generally their precision and frequency are lower, they remain 

suitable for a vast majority of common ice-sheet-investigation tasks, from the simple monitoring 

of velocity changes (e.g. Tedstone et al., 2015) to complex model-involving estimation of D (e.g. 

Mouginot et al., 2019) or indirect retrieval of basal environment state (e.g. Karlsson et al., 2021). 

The satellite-derived measurements of surface speed for the last 4-5 decades have been 

widely used to assess the contemporary evolution of the ice sheets. These measurements have 

been typically made at an annual or multi-annual frequency. Only recently, continuous time-series 

at seasonal temporal resolution have started to be used to monitor and understand glacier 

dynamics. Hitherto, such observations have been hard to derive, mainly due to satellites-coming 

limitations. The lack of observations at high temporal resolution, in turn, has limited the progress 

in understanding seasonal ice flow dynamics, its leading physical processes and their influence on 

large-scale glacier stability in the changing environment. In addition, some physical drivers of the 

seasonal flow variability are the same as the ones playing a role in the long-term. Thus, relatively 

short-term investigations would certainly help to develop a more robust longer-term projection 
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of glacier’s near future evolution. With the state-of-the-art constellations in orbit such as Landsat 

or Sentinel, satellite imaging became the forefront of the remote sensing approaches in the sense 

of spatial coverage, temporal repeatability and the simplicity of data access by the end user, 

compared to other aero-based solutions. Additionally, technical and methodological advances 

now provide relatively high precision and accuracy of the derived measurements. Indeed, changes 

in ice flow can be actually tracked on monthly to weekly timescales, when they are relatively well 

pronounced. Since the 2010s, we have entered a new era of spaceborne ice sheet observations 

with the launch of Landsat-8, Sentinel-2, and Sentinel-1. These sensors achieve an unprecedented 

rate of data acquisition, with a revisit up to 5 days for optical Sentinel-2 and 6 days for radar 

Sentinel-1. The speed observations now are more frequent, precise, and spatially extended, 

allowing to overcome the existing limits.  

Nevertheless, raw ice velocity data from individual sensors remain sparse and noisy in some 

specific periods of the year or across challenging regions. Recent studies have shown that it still 

remains challenging to capture the subtle changes in ice speed over relatively slowly flowing 

glaciers or events with short duration by using individual measurements from the mentioned 

sensors and actual processing techniques. Relatively high uncertainties of output velocity 

products are the main issue for that. Thereby, an increase in the spatio-temporal coverage and 

accuracy of products, compared to existing products, is still needed to capture in details the 

seasonal ice flow variability across the GrIS. 

 

In this thesis, we address both challenges of seasonal glacier dynamics investigation:  

(i) the retrieval of robust and detailed surface velocity time-series, which would 

be able to resolve the short-duration variations, from satellite imagery, and  

(ii) the analysis of these time-series in terms of the physical processes, to explain 

the causes of the observed fluctuations.  

First, we focus on the generation of surface velocity measurements with high precision and 

temporal resolution. To overcome the existing quality and frequency issues, we design velocity 

data creation, storage, and manipulation methodologies based on the joint usage of imagery from 

the multiple satellite constellations. We then demonstrate the capability of the obtained velocity 

time-series for the observations of short-duration dynamics events across three selected sites. 

Thereafter, we explore the opportunities of numerical modelling constrained by such temporally-

dense velocity data to study the drivers of seasonal motion variability. For one case study site, we 

design the modelling framework, which assimilates in the best way the collected velocity dataset 

and makes the most of its richness. Close attention has been paid to this assimilation issue, since 

the rarity of similar datasets limits familiarity with the best practices of their use. After that, a 

detailed interpretation of model's outputs is done to investigate the driving processes of seasonal 

flow variability and attendant changes in basal environment. Finally, we conclude on the 

capability of modern satellite remote sensing to advance and refine the understanding of 

cryosphere dynamics. 
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1. Glaciers 

 

 

 

Vatnajokull Ice Cap, Island – Sentinel-2 satellite image, 18 Jul 2021  
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1.1 Glacier definitions 

Glaciers are large masses of ice which form in favorable climate conditions through 

accumulation and consolidation of snow which became capable of coherent motion under its 

own weight. They appear when the snow accumulation rate exceeds the melting rate over a long 

period of time. Currently, this is the part of cryosphere which contains the absolute majority of 

ice on Earth.  

Depending on average size, placement, and relation between geometric dimensions, ice 

masses are usually divided into (i) mountain glaciers that are relatively small, placed on mountain 

slopes, and typically have an elongated shape with commensurate length and thickness (Figure 2, 

left); (ii) ice caps that are larger, have more a dome-like shape which usually entirely covers the 

solid topography, and can have many tongues forming radial flows (Figure 2, right); and (iii) ice 

sheets that are huge ice caps with the planar sizes orders of magnitude bigger than the thickness. 

 

Figure 2 A Caucasus mountain glacier (left, by A. Derkacheva) and the Spitsbergen ice 
cap (right, by S. Mostieva).  

Currently there are two ice sheets on Earth: Greenland and Antarctica. In this thesis, we 

focus on Greenland, although many of the results obtained could be applied to Antarctica as well. 

The Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) with an area of 1 710 000 km² covers almost entirely the island 

of Greenland. It contains about 7.3 m sea-level-equivalent of water (Morlighem et al., 2017). 

Generalizing, GrIS has a dome-like shape, meaning that the ice is much thicker in the inland 

central areas compared to the margins where it thins over short distance. This shapes the 

universal radial gravity-driven ice flow from the center towards the ice sheet margins, regardless 

of the predominantly inverse direction of the bed slope. The ice flow is relatively slow (several 

tens of meters per year) and uniform over inland areas and increases toward the margin in a non-

uniform way, forming distinct outlet glaciers with a velocity that ranges from tens of meters to 

several kilometers per year. As for rivers, they have drainage basins defining the catchment area 

where the ice comes from and usually follow the subglacial topographical valleys near the ice-

sheet margin.  

Two types of outlet glaciers can be distinguished in regards to how they terminate. The 

land-terminating type (Figure 3-a) corresponds to glaciers that terminate on land and not in contact 
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with water. If a glacier terminates in contact with an ocean, it is called marine-terminating (or 

tidewater). As ice is less dense than water, some glaciers start floating at the ending section when 

ice reaches hydrostatic equilibrium. Thus, two subtypes of marine-terminating glaciers can be 

defined: grounded tidewater glaciers terminating in a vertical ice cliff and floating tidewater glaciers ending 

with a floating ice shelf (Figure 3-b). At a land-terminating glacier, the speed decreases to zero at 

the terminus, while at a marine-terminating glacier speed usually stays fast or even increases 

towards the calving front. 

 

 

Figure 3 Schematic view of (a) land- and (b) marine-terminating glaciers (Chu, 2014).  

Glaciers are often composed of two specific zones depending on the experienced surface 

mass regimes. The upper one is the accumulation zone where the annual accumulation rate of snow 

is greater than the melting rate, meaning that surface mass is gained. From there, ice mass is 

transferred by the ice flow process toward the ablation zone, where the annual surface ablation rate, 

mainly consisting of surface melting, exceeds accumulation. The elevation where the two 

processes of accumulation and ablation compensate each other defines the limit between these 

two zones or the equilibrium line. The surface mass balance (SMB) of a glacier defines the net 

difference over a time period between total snow accumulation and total surface ice melting. The 

total mass balance (MB) is the difference between accumulation and all "ice-removing" processes, 

i.e. surface ablation, ice discharge (D) into lakes or the ocean, and, not yet commonly included in 

this concept, basal melting. The latter is a key process of basal mass balance (BMB) which describes 

ice mass loss and gain processes happening at the bedrock interface, its first estimations only start 

to appear (e.g. Karlsson et al., 2020). Note that D term is commonly estimated as a flux across 

the grounding line, thereby floating sections do not account in the mass budget. 

By definition a land-terminating glacier does not discharge ice, and so its MB is equal to 

mass exchanges on the top and bottom surfaces. In contrast, a marine-terminating glacier 
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discharges ice directly into ocean through calving (detachment of ice blocks at the front) and 

submarine melting. As the discharge rate depends on the ice flow speed, MB of such glaciers is 

highly influenced by their dynamics. The glacier flow causes the displacement of ice from 

accumulation to ablation areas and calving front; thereby, the glacier shape, speed and mass 

balance are closely related and cross-influencing. For a glacier in a steady state, the annual MB is 

null, and the mean annual speed and geometry are relatively stable. 

The glacier geometry is partly shaped by external constraints and partly depends on the 

mass balance. The upper surface of a glacier corresponds to the free, unrestricted upper face of the 

ice mass which adapts over short and long terms being a result of the balance between local 

melting, local accumulation, and mass transfer by the ice flow from one area to others. In 

contrast, the basal surface under grounded ice is restricted and on a large scale follows the bedrock 

topography. Its change depends on the evolution of underlying rocks, mainly due to glacier 

erosion, which is usually considered as a relatively slow process with typical time scales of tens to 

hundreds of years. The front line (or terminus) is the furthest downstream extension limit of a 

glacier where the whole incoming ice volume melts or where icebergs calving happens. 

Sometimes, on the line of a faster flow the elongated tongue is shaped, clearly outstanding 

downstream from the main ice field (Figure 2, left). When a glacier ends in an ice shelf, the 

grounding line delimits the location where the ice detaches from the bed. Both the front and 

grounding lines are highly dynamic borders which can advance and retreat over time. Depending 

on the mutual displacement of both lines which is semi-independent and can be in opposite 

directions, the same tidewater glacier can switch between grounded and floating types during its 

lifetime.  

The melt water produced at the surface or base of a glacier is routed outside through a 

hydrological system which develops on, in and below the ice (Figure 3). The majority of melting 

happens on the top surface, where water can be captured by snow and firn, filling the surface 

depressions creating lakes, being routed by supraglacial rivers toward the margin or by vertical 

crevasses and moulins to the bed. Some water can be generated as well right at the bed thanks to the 

local heat sources such as geothermal flux or basal friction. Together with surface water, it is 

routed more or less efficiently in the direction of hydraulic potential which at the scale of the 

entire glacier follows the surface slope. If the local area of water input or generation has the 

opportune connection, the water from there will be finally discharged out from the subglacial 

environment; otherwise it accumulates in cavities under the glacier. 
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1.2 Glacier motion 

Generalizing, the main driver of glacier motion is gravity. The uneven distribution of ice 

mass generates the gradient of pressure exerted by it. This causes the ice to deform and slide at 

the bed. In this section, the physics basis behind the ice flow processes are explained first for an 

idealistic block of ice and then developed for the more realistic glacier configurations. Note that 

in this section we do not consider the details and equations of the mentioned phenomena; 

however, some of them can be found in Chapter 3.2. 

1.2.1 Ice mechanics and rheology 

After a certain threshold, under a pool of forces acting in different directions per area unit 

(stresses), a unit of ice starts to deform (strain) with changes in the shape. The ice strain mainly 

occurs as a permanent deformation, meaning that it keeps its new configuration after the stress is 

removed. The opposite elastic deformation can be important to explain the glaciers’ behavior in the 

specific situations like ice shelf response to the ocean tides, but usually it can be neglected. If the 

deformation happens in the failure way, a crack appears in the matter block; otherwise, the 

ductile deformation causes a flow of matter (or creep). The second type of reaction is the key 

process of the glacier's motion; in turn, the former is responsible for crevasses appearance, 

including calving events.   

The ability of a material to deform within time is its strain rate, which can be measured as 

the motion of different parts of material relative to each other. The relation between applied 

stress and strain rate, especially how the latter varies with respect to changes in the stress or its 

duration, is defined by rheological properties of the material. For ice, it was experimentally established 

(Duval et al., 1983; Glen, 1952; Lliboutry and Duval, 1985) that this relation is non-linear and 

that ice can be considered as a highly-viscous incomprehensible (non-Newtonian) fluid. Its 

viscosity (resistance to motion) depends non-linearly on temperature and also demonstrates the 

anisotropy (easier deformation in a preferred direction predefined by crystals orientation).   

The force component acting perpendicular to the matter surface (normal stress) causes the 

compressive and tensile actions (Figure 4-b), while the component acting parallel to the matter 

surface (shear stress) leads to the shearing between the matter layers (Figure 4-c). A block of ice 

exerts a persistent force by its weight on the underlying bed. When considered parallel to the 

gravity, ice pressure force is directly proportional to the ice column thickness. In the same way all 

overlying ice layers exert pressure force on the underlying layers. Acting on the horizontal bed, 

pressure is equivalent to the normal stress (Figure 4-d); on the inclined bed (or, equivalent in the 

turned coordinate system, under a top-surface inclined ice block) it can be decomposed, and each 

of the components becomes dependent on ice thickness (measured vertically) and ice surface 

slope. The shear component, acting parallel to the bed in the slope direction, is the gravitational 

driving stress (Figure 4-e). It can be considered as the pressure force gradient in the bed-face plane 

which defines the rate and direction of the deformation and sliding on the ice-bed interface. 

Thereby, it is a key forcing of the glaciers motion, i.e. the coherent displacement of the entire ice 

mass in the same direction. Pressure forces exerted on other faces can also be important for flow 

occurrence in specific cases, for instance, on the marine-exposed face of the glacier, where the 
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ice-to-sea difference of ice- and water-generated pressures creates a "pulling action" which causes 

the ice to flow towards the ocean.  

The resistive forces act in the direction opposite to the driving stress. They occur due to the 

drag on the ice block boundaries and by the matter viscosity. These can be basal drag or lateral 

drag, depending on the boundary considered, or longitudinal stress gradient which occurs from the 

spatial variations in pushing and pulling forces along the flow. In the majority of glacier 

configurations, the former is the most important one. The basal shear stress, commonly called basal 

friction, results from it as a stress component parallel to the bed and, thus, complementary to the 

driving stress (Figure 4-e). In the idealistic case of a small, uniformly moving, side-free ice block, 

where any other resistive stresses are neglected, both will be equal.  

 

 

Figure 4 (a)-(c) types of matter deformation under the stresses; (d)-(e) ice pressure 
generates the stress for the ice block motion. 

The motion resulting from ice matter deformation has a relatively slow rate. The inertial 

forces of such flow are very small and can be neglected, meaning that the internal velocity field of 

an ice block in each next moment does not depend on the previous state and is governed only by 

the matter properties and current conditions on the external boundaries. Such motion satisfies 

the principles of mass and momentum conservation; thus, its internal fields of velocity and 

pressure can be derived from the matter properties and boundary conditions alone, using the 

Stokes equation from fluid mechanics. 
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1.2.2 Glacier flow 

 

Figure 5 Greenlandic glacier Elephant Foot is a good demonstration that ice behaves as a 
highly-viscous fluid (by N. Larsen) 

The flow of a glacier, meaning the ice mass displacement in space, is the same process of 

ice deformation as described above, which happens uniformly across the glacier and is 

accompanied by some additional processes on the ice-bed interface. The ice temperature across 

the glacier and the boundary conditions can vary is space and time, therefore, a field of acting 

stresses is complex.  

Depending on the glacier's shape and bed type, the relative contribution of various stresses 

changes. To simplify the problem and bring to the fore the principal mechanisms in a specific 

situation, the approach of force budget is widely used (Van Der Veen and Whillans, 1989). It 

assumes that despite the complexity of a real glacier, its average driving stress is closely balanced 

by a limited number of the most important resistive stresses, with the possibility to neglect some 

of them according to the required accuracy. For instance, for a glacier grounded on a relatively 

flat topography the most simplistic approximation is that resistive forcings can be approximated 

by the basal friction alone, which thereby is equal to the driving stress. Another example: under a 

floating shelf the basal drag on the bottom ice-water interface is zero, thus, one can simplify the 

resistive stresses to the drag on the shelf's lateral borders in contact with the bedrocks. 

The fact that different glacier faces experience unequal stresses leads to the more 

pronounced deformations concentrated on specific locations. Usually in the case of a grounded 

glacier, the majority of processes which drive the glacier motion occurs close to the bottom face, 

where the major stress – basal friction – acts. To simplify the further considerations, we 

decompose the internal ice-motion field into two components (Figure 6): internal shear deformation 

component related to the deformation occurring along the entire ice column, and the basal sliding 

component related to the cumulative effect of all processes occurring close to the ice-bed interface. 
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Figure 6 Simplified schematic view of glacier motion with internal velocity field 
decomposed into internal shear deformation (green) and basal sliding components 

(blue), and the basal drag opposing the flow (red). 

The "internal shear deformation" component refers to the ice creep which occurs along the 

entire vertical profile of the ice column. Its cumulative effect causes slow displacement of ice 

layers relative to the basal face with certain deformation speed ud (Figure 6, green line). Deformation 

speed has a non-uniform vertical profile along the ice column, because the shear rate increases 

towards the bed, where the weight of the overlying ice is larger. Additionally, it is typical for 

Greenland that the lower ice layers have a higher temperature, so they are easily deformable (e.g. 

Maier et al., 2019; Young et al., 2019). Thereby, a faster creep develops on the lower section of 

the ice column, while it is negligible in the upper ice layers.  

Under the term "basal sliding", we consider the cumulative effect of all micro-scale 

processes taking place near the ice-bed interface and resulting in the uniform - at the scale of the 

ice column - motion of the entire upper ice column with a certain basal speed ub (Figure 6, blue 

line). The list of corresponding processes includes enhanced deformation of the basal ice layers 

around large obstacles, "displacement" of ice by melting and refreezing around small-scale 

obstacles, sliding on a water film at bedrock the interface, and others (Benn and Evans, 2010). 

Note that usually the presence of a water film on the ice-bed interface is assumed to exist, so no 

"true" dry friction directly between materials takes place; instead, the term "basal friction" refers 

to the general flow retention effect of bedrock's obstacles. Except the slip on water film, those 

processes involve the local deformation of ice or its state change. The appearance and dominance 

of some of them depend on the glaciers’ underlying bed type, which can be hard non-deformable 

rocks and frozen sediments or soft deformable sediments (till). In the latter case, under a certain 

shear stress at the till interface, till also starts to deform in the direction of the glacier flow. For 

simplification, we will also include this process in the "basal sliding" component of the glacier 

motion, as it provides additional speed to the underlying glacier with a uniform contribution 

across the ice column.  

Note that while the discussion above considers only the basal face, similar processes take 

place on the lateral sides of a glacier between ice and rocks (e.g. a glacier confined in a valley or 

fjord), under the analogical lateral friction. 

The speed of motion observed at the glacier surface us (surface speed) is a cumulative sum of 

creep and sliding components. Usually they occur together (Figure 7-c). However, limit cases of 

glacier motion can be found in nature and described with simplistic approximations. For 

instance, an unconfined floating ice shelf does not experience any basal drag on the ice-water 

interface which is needed to generate the shear stress and then a deformation speed component; 
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its internal velocity field can be approximated as vertically uniform sliding on the water interface 

(Figure 7-a). A glacier frozen at its base, which practically does not slide but experiences high 

basal shear stress, provides an opposite limit case; its flow can be approximated by the creep 

component alone (Figure 7-b).     

  

Figure 7 The simplified internal glacier velocity fields under varying conditions: (a) only 
sliding motion but no shear deformation, e.g. shelf slipping on the water face without 

basal drag; (b) only deformation motion but no basal sliding, e.g. glacier frozen to 
bedrock; (c) both components contribute to the ice surface motion, e.g. temperate 

glacier lying on the rocks.     

As the motion-influencing factors are neither spatially uniform nor temporally stationary, 

the creep and basal sliding components can strongly vary in time and space, both in absolute 

magnitude and their relative contribution to the surface speed. This is observed, for example, in 

borehole measurements in Greenland (Maier et al., 2019; Young et al., 2019). It is commonly 

expected that the creep is the main motion mechanism of internal parts of the GrIS as they are 

most probably frozen to the bed (MacGregor et al., 2016), what explains why these regions move 

relatively slowly. The ice sheet periphery moves much faster (Mouginot et al., 2017), being mainly 

non-frozen at their base (MacGregor et al., 2016) and, thus, sliding-compatible. The range of 

speed can be very broad here, from tens of meters per year up to two tens of kilometers per year 

(Mouginot et al., 2017). As the majority of these velocities are much higher than the estimated 

creep-related scope (MacGregor et al., 2016), the basal sliding is expected to be dominating in the 

surface speed for many of these glaciers. 
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1.3 Drivers of velocity change over time 

Remarkable variations of surface speed over different time scales have been widely 

observed across the GrIS on both land- and marine-terminating margins. Thereby, the questions 

of processes driving those variations are widely investigated.  

To change the glacier's velocity over time, changes in the ice rheology properties and/or 

boundary conditions are required. Different factors affecting them evolve over different time 

scales, being thereby more or less important when a specific time scale is examined. Here, we will 

address the changes in the key factors affecting the ice rheology, geometry of glacier boundaries, 

or conditions in the bounding environments, including:  

 ice temperature which affects the ice viscosity; 

 ice thickness and surface slope which define the driving stress; 

 grounding line and ice front displacement (mainly on tidewater glaciers) which changes 

the glacier geometry and thus the distribution of stresses; 

 basal friction which usually is the major resistive stress on glaciers.  

  

1.3.1 Ice temperature 

The ice temperature is a parameter affecting ice viscosity and deformation rate, which 

increases with ice temperature. Thus, all other factors being equal, a warmer glacier deforms 

easier and so moves faster.  

The temperature of a glacier depends on heat exchange at the top and bottom interfaces 

and on internal heat generated by ice deformation. The first point implies that usually 

temperature is not vertically uniform. Accurate description of the vertical profile, especially for 

the basal layers where the majority of shear deformation happens, is necessary to obtain the 

realistic simulations of other motion-related processes and conditions, for instance, the state of 

the basal environment (Habermann et al., 2017; Seroussi et al., 2013).  

At the surface, the ice is at the air temperature. However, the low thermal conductivity of 

ice leads to the very slow propagation of surface temperature changes within the underlying 

layers. For instance, the typical greenlandic 50-degree amplitude of annual changes in air 

temperature does not propagate more than two tens of meters below the surface, while the mean 

annual air temperature is persistently kept deeper (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). This means that 

the GrIS which is up to 3 km thick keeps in its current thermal regime the influence from the 

previous geological epochs; the deepest ice layers are only affected by air temperature changes on 

the millennium time scale (Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998; Goelzer et al., 2017). 

The heat fluxes coming from the bottom – geothermal, frictional and dissipated by water – 

are more important for the greenlandic glaciers flow. They warm the basal glacier layers above 

the average temperature of the overlying ice. The geothermal heat component is usually assumed 

to evolve over very long time scales. The heat flux coming from the basal friction varies with the 

sliding speed. Finally, the thawing effect of infiltrating surface water is expected to exist along the 

margins, following the seasonal melt cycle (Karlsson et al., 2021). Between these three heat 

sources, friction is estimated to be the major source under the Greenlandic margins, while the 
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geothermal flux is the only one existing under the central parts (Karlsson et al., 2021). However, 

because across the margins the lowest ice layers are already close to the melting point (Doyle et 

al., 2018; Harrington et al., 2015; Hills et al., 2017; MacGregor et al., 2016), the possible small 

seasonal variations of basal ice temperature are commonly ignored. Generalizing, if no 

outstanding flow acceleration happens, one could consider the long-time absence of flow 

acceleration provoked by changes in external heat fluxes. 

 Besides the externaly-induced temperature changes, the process of ice deformation itself is 

accompanied by heat emission. In case of a newly emerging persistent and intense deformation, 

this source is able to change the temperature profile of the ice column at a relatively important 

rate. For instance, it has been modeled that Jakobshavn Isbræ's margin warmed up by almost 2° 

due to the twenty-year enhanced strain after the front disintegration and velocity acceleration by 

about +5 km/yr (Bondzio et al., 2017). Nevertheless, when the deformations have the short and 

alternating character, like seasonal speedups do, no significant or widespread changes in 

temperature would occur.  

 

1.3.2 Ice thickness and surface slope 

Changes in thickness and surface slope affect directly the driving stress and, thus, the basal 

stress. All factors being equal, first of all, effective pressure on the bed, a thicker glacier has a 

higher surface speed; in the same way, a steeper glacier moves faster.  

While the bed topography under grounded ice can be considered unchanged over centuries 

(Goelzer et al., 2017), the upper free surface evolves with time. For the GrIS, thickness variations 

due to evolution of the SMB or flow dynamics are widely observed within the timeframe of 

several years (Csatho et al., 2014; Helm et al., 2014). On the same time scale an increase of an 

average glacier slope can be provoked.  

It has been shown for mountain glaciers (Dehecq et al., 2019) and several Greenlandic 

regions (Joughin et al., 2012) that persistent thickness change trend on time frames of several 

years is able to impact significantly the surface speed. However, depending on the leading 

influence of creep or basal sliding motion components in the displacement of glaciers' surface, 

the net effect can be opposite. For instance, Dehecq et al. (2019) found that the ~5-7 m thinning 

in ~20 years was translated into ~5% decreases in driving stress and thus is responsible for 20-30 

% speed slowdown in some sectors of High Mountain Asia. Meanwhile, Joughin et al. (2012) 

attributed the 100 m net thinning on the downstream section of Jakobshavn Isbrae as responsible 

for ~30 % of the total 30-year speed acceleration, as the basal friction decreased due to an 

effective pressure decrease.  

Seasonal changes of ice thickness of a few tens of meters have been observed as well (e.g. 

Joughin et al., 2019). In the regions with very high summer melting rates and seasonal dynamic 

thinning, usually coming together, they are able to cause summer flow acceleration (Bevan et al., 

2015; Joughin et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2019). Such thinning-induced speedups are observed on 

grounded tidewater glaciers, but do not appear on land-terminating glaciers. Outside of such 

extreme locations, the annual amplitude of surface topography changes in Greenland is orders of 

magnitude smaller than ice thickness. Thereby, its short-term influence on ice velocity is usually 

less important compared to other drivers (Joughin et al., 2012; Nienow et al., 2017).  
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1.3.3 Grounding line and ice front displacement 

 

Figure 8 Retreat of ice front on Karale Glacier, Greenland, from 1933 to 2013 (by Natural 
History Museum of Denmark/University of Copenhagen) 

A strong driver of flow speed changes in marine-terminating glaciers is the change in the 

force balance near the terminus (ice front or grounding line). Stresses acting on ice are subject to 

change whenever a glacier retreats or advances, thins or thickens, or reduces buttressing effects. 

These geometrical changes reduce or increase resistive and flow-driving stresses acting on the 

terminus, which can be significant enough to cause flow acceleration or deceleration. 

As the grounding line (GL) of a glacier with an ice shelf extension is the limit of ice 

buoyancy, thinning or thickening can lead to the GL retreat or advance, respectively. The 

thinning which leads to the floatation of the previously grounded section can be driven by 

dynamic thinning, increased surface ablation or increased submarine melting. The latter seems to 

be the most frequent reason triggering GL retreats.   

On glaciers with the marine floor inclined towards the open ocean (prograde bed), the GL 

retreat towards a shallower sea floor usually does not induce any additional feedbacks. On the 

other hand, for glaciers with deeper bedrock elevation inland (retrograde slope), when the GL 

moves to the location with deeper floor, volumetric ice flux across the GL increases strongly with 

depth, under the rising pulling stress which exerts on the glacier side face and drives the ice flow 

across the GL (Schoof, 2007). To satisfy this requirement, the glacier may respond by a speed 

acceleration and therefore dynamic thinning. Thus, when submarine melting causes the GL to 

retreat on a retrograde bed, the ice flux becomes imbalanced and the GL retreat becomes self-

sustained as with each step a higher ice flux is required (Figure 9). This effect is called Marine Ice 

Sheet Instability (MISI) and is assumed to be the main possible way of rapid ice sheet collapse, 

because many large tidewater glaciers have large sections below sea level and a retrograde bed 

near GL (Morlighem et al., 2014). However, when it comes to specific glaciers, the behavior of 

GL is also controlled by the fjord geometry which not only prescribes the sea floor inclination 

but also determines the access of warm deep water to the glacier's GL and lateral drag (Åkesson 

et al., 2018; Millan et al., 2018; Wood et al., 2021).  
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Figure 9 Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI) on the marine floor with retrograde 
inclination. Adapted from (Pattyn, 2018). 

The thinning of a glacier in the grounding zone area can occur from both the surface and 

bed faces. The intensity and time frames of surface evolution are described in Section 1.3.2.  It 

was estimated that the bottom interface experiences much more intensive ocean-induced melting 

compared to the surface. This has a strong impact on the ice shelf thickness or can "undercut" 

the ice at the GL over a few years (Beckmann et al., 2019; Rignot et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2017). 

While submarine melting is difficult to observe and investigate due to the hard accessibility of the 

this environment, some understandings about its temporal variability were achieved. For instance, 

it has been shown that melting rate primarily depends on the ocean thermal forcing (difference 

between water and ice pressure-dependent melting temperatures) (Cook et al., 2016; Rignot et al., 

2012; Wood et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2012), and increase of subglacial runoff in the summer time 

can enhance submarine melting by several times, due to intensification of water circulation 

(Sciascia et al., 2013; Slater et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2012). Seasonal air temperature changes do not 

directly affect ocean water at depths of hundreds of meters, which is a typical location of 

greenlandic tidewater glaciers’ bottom. However, water from warm deep currents can reach 

Greenland coasts, and under favorable fjord geometry penetrate towards the glaciers' GL. This 

thermal forcing increase can happen from multiyear to seasonal time scales (Rignot et al., 2012; 

Wood et al., 2021). 

GL retreats are clearly observed at interannual scales  and are usually accompanied with an 

ice flow acceleration (Hogg et al., 2016; Mouginot et al., 2015; Rosenau et al., 2013). Up to now, 

no observations clearly confirm GL seasonal migration although they seem physically possible 

under the summer intensification of submarine melting. At the same time, GL migration  by 

about one kilometer is observed as a response to the ocean tides (Milillo et al., 2017; Rosenau et 

al., 2013), as well as the short-term flow accelerations at tidal frequency (Echelmeyer and 

Harrison, 1990). 

 

When a tidewater glacier ends by a grounded calving cliff, the displacement of the front 

line (FL) is equivalent to GL migrations in its effect. Advance of FL happens when the incoming 

flux of ice is greater than its discharge by calving and submarine melting; in turn, retreat means 

that calving/melt intensity prevails.  

Iceberg calving is caused by different processes enhancing the fracture initiation or 

propagation through the ice. These forcings can be ice stretching under its own weight near the 

front, hydro-fracturing, submarine melting undercutting (Figure 10-left), buoyancy of the 

terminus section (Figure 10-right), etc. In favorable conditions of increasing ice thickness and 
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independently of the bed slope, the Marine Ice Cliff Instability (MICI) can take place on a 

retreating FL: each calving event exposes a thicker cross-section, which is more likely to calve 

under its own weight. Thereby, similar to MISI, MICI can potentially lead to the rapid sheet 

collapse or retreat. The retreat of the FL is commonly associated with the glacier flow 

acceleration (e.g. Sakakibara and Sugiyama, 2018; Walsh et al., 2012), while its advance is usually 

accompanied by the flow deceleration (Moon et al., 2014; Vijay et al., 2019).  

 

 

Figure 10 Illustration of some types of calving mechanism: ocean melt undercutting (left) 
and full-thickness buoyancy (right). Adapted from (Benn and Åström, 2018)  

Large FL migrations associated to velocity changes have been widely observed across 

Greenland on decadal (Bjørk et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2014b; Lemos et al., 2018a; Moon and 

Joughin, 2008; Novoa Gautier, 2012; Schild and Hamilton, 2013) to seasonal time scale (Bunce et 

al., 2018; Joughin et al., 2012; Moon et al., 2014, 2015; Walsh et al., 2012). Leaving aside the 

exceptional events of large calving that can trigger the multiannual speed perturbations, we will 

consider further the link between the “normal” calving rate and glacier dynamics over a typical 

year.  

The seasonal link between the FL migration and the flow acceleration has been observed 

and described for several tens of grounded tidewater glaciers across Greenland (Moon et al., 

2014; Vijay et al., 2019). According to these studies, glaciers advance mostly during the winter 

due to the absence of calving, with a relatively slow or even slowing down speed. In summer, the 

FL retreats due to an enhanced calving rate, causing the flow speed to accelerate. Glacier speed 

can stay elevated for some time after the calving activity settles. Studies of calving physical 

mechanisms reveal that many of them are controlled by the processes or conditions that 

experience seasonal variability themselves. For instance, the surface hydrofracturing depends on 

runoff availability and air temperatures (Benn and Åström, 2018; Joughin et al., 2008a; King et al., 

2018), additional backforce on the front face provided by sea ice and ice melange potentially 

preventing calving during winter (Howat et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2014b; Moon et al., 2015), or 

submarine undercutting melt that depends on ocean thermal forcing and subglacial runoff which 

are much larger during the summer (Moon et al., 2015; Mouginot et al., 2015; Nienow et al., 

2017; Rignot et al., 2010; Slater et al., 2015). Note that the latter influences ice front evolution in 

the same way as described above for GL, including the importance of fjord geometry.  

 

The displacement of shelf's front line, which also results from the unbalance between ice 

flux and calving rates, is able to lead to velocity changes as well. It acts on the upstream-located 

grounded ice through another mechanism than displacements of GL or grounded FL. This is 
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because no basal drag occurs on the ice-water interface. Instead, the drag comes from the lateral 

borders in contact with the surrounding topography. That provides retention of flow for a 

grounding-line cross-section, which is also known as buttressing effect.  

The total amount of provided buttressing depends on the contacting area (shelf thickness 

and sides’ length), fjord geometry and rocks properties. In fact, as it was already mentioned in 

Section 1.2.2, this lateral drag acts in the same way as the basal drag.  Its decrease due to calving 

of a shelf section usually induces glacier flow acceleration, sometimes dramatic in its rapidity and 

rate (Bunce et al., 2018; Csatho et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2010; Walsh et al., 2012). However, 

some glaciers can demonstrate insensitivity to calving even for a quarter of its shelf lenght (Nick 

et al., 2012), meaning that their shelf sections close to the terminus do not contribute significantly 

to the flow buttressing of grounded ice (Fürst et al., 2016). Thickness of the floating ice can 

evolve at both the top and bottom boundaries. As it was previously mentioned, the top surface 

variability can be significant over long time, but is usually neglected for the short time frames, 

while the submarine melting is usually much more intense. Nevertheless, the influence of the 

latter is usually considered as minor to affect buttressing at annual intervals.  

 

1.3.4 Basal friction 

In Section 1.2, we explained that the term of “basal friction” refers to the ice flow 

resistance provided by the bedrocks’ roughness features acting as obstacles that need to be 

overpassed or by the till resistance to deformation. The majority of this action is provided by 

small-scale roughness, and its intensity varies with the basal conditions. 

 

Dependency on basal conditions 

When considering a hard bed (non-deformable), the basal friction is provided by the 

instantaneous bedrock small-scale rugosity (Weertman, 1957). While the bedrock surface has an 

initial roughness, the effective roughness experienced by the ice bottom can evolve over time and 

space due to opening and closing of cavities around the flow-obstructive features. These cavities 

are usually maintained by the presence of pressurized water which fills or even creates them. 

Alternatively, they can occur without water when a glacier moves fast enough so that the basal ice 

has no time to fill the depressions. Intensive cavitation leads to the reduction of the effective 

roughness, therefore less traction is generated on average and, thus, a higher basal speed can 

develop for a given driving stress (Figure 11) (Gagliardini et al., 2007; Schoof, 2005). The local 

average difference between ice and water pressures (effective pressure) gives ideas about the instant 

water influence; in a limit case where the effective pressure is null, meaning that the glacier 

becomes afloat, no basal friction exists. Note that the null effective pressure everywhere would 

mean an immediate downward slip of the entire glacier. In practice, this does not happen, 

because the cavities’ network extension evacuates the water, as discussed further. 
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Figure 11 Ice flow across the default bed surface roughness (left) and "effective" 
roughness reduced by water-filled cavities (right). All factors equal, the basal friction τb is 

higher on the left, while the average basal velocity ub is higher on the right. Credits: I. 

Howat. 

When soft sediments are present, it is assumed that the bed offers less basal resistance 

compared to a hard bedrock and would therefore allow for a faster sliding. This is because on 

average they are more deformable than ice or rocks, thus, the sediments' surface under a glacier is 

sleek. Additionally, above a certain threshold of shear stress, the entire layer of underlying 

sediments can start to deform, offering an additional displacement for the overlying glacier. The 

stress threshold and the deformation rate of the sediments depend on the composing grain size 

and the amount of water between them, as this governs the inter-particle contacts and, thus, the 

sediment shear strength. The general hypothesis is that more water and a smaller grain size lead 

to a lower shearing threshold and higher deformation rate (Bougamont et al., 2014; Boulton, 

1996; Davison et al., 2019; Nienow et al., 2017). It has been observed with observations and 

experiments that relatively low stress is required to trigger sediment deformation. 

A number of friction laws have been proposed to establish the relationship between basal 

sliding and basal friction under varying subglacial conditions (see Section 3.2). The majority of 

the laws reflect the fact that the basal sliding speed increases together with basal friction and/or 

pressure of subglacial water; depending on the basic law's assumptions, this happens linearly or 

not, until a certain threshold or in an unlimited way. 

 

Spatio-temporal variability of basal friction 

Bed properties and/or the amount of water present at the bed can vary in space and time, 

as a result the basal friction can be highly variable as well. The bed properties, such as hard or 

soft, roughness, or sediments’ grain size, evolve under the action of glacial erosion and so are 

assumed to be stable from decades to hundreds of years (Goelzer et al., 2017). Conversely, the 

amount of subglacial water can change significantly during a year and even a day across areas 

where the surface melting water has access to the bed. Simplifying, an increase in water pressure 

at the bed leads to a decrease in effective bedrock roughness causing a temporary flow 

acceleration.  

In case of a non-frozen bed, the theory suggests a year-round presence of water under the 

glaciers (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). The subglacial water can be a thin film between the bedrock 

and ice, water-filled cavities, or sediments saturated by water. The water network and pathways 

connecting them spatially constitute the subglacial hydrological system. When the system is in a steady 
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state, the water pressure remains relatively constant. When the water input to the bed increases 

faster than the hydrological system can adapt, it causes changes in the water pressure.      

Water is continuously produced under the glacier due to different heat sources such as the 

geothermal heat flux and frictional heat, with the latter estimated to be responsible for about a 

half of the total basal melting water (Karlsson et al., 2021; Nienow et al., 2017). Across the areas 

hydrologically disconnected from the surface – or where surface runoff is insufficient – basal 

melting is the only source of water. The amount of basal water produced at the bed is assumed to 

vary slightly over a year, mainly due to increasing  frictional heat during the summer flow 

acceleration (Karlsson et al., 2021). Such variability is usually considered as marginal and thus 

neglected when the ice flow processes are investigated (Echelmeyer and Harrison, 1990; Howat 

et al., 2010).  

The second and main water source is the ice/snow melting at the surface, more specifically 

the part of melted water not captured by firn and called runoff. Usually, in the downstream region 

of a glacier basin, the surface is hydrologically connected to the bed by moulins and crevasses, 

thus, the spring/summer surface runoff has access to the subglacial hydrological system 

(Fountain and Walder, 1998). Surface melting is highly variable with seasons, clouds, and even 

fluctuates within a day (Bartholomew et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2016). Thereby, it is a key driver 

of the evolution of the basal hydrological system and, as a consequence, of changes in the sliding 

velocity within time scales ranging from hours to months. On average, in Greenland, the total 

amount of water produced at the surface is dominated by melt while rain is much less important 

(Fettweis, 2007). The seasonal speed variability begins with the melt season and continues for 

several months. 

The changes in the subglacial amount of water, with all ensuing consequences in the basal 

environment, are considered to be the key factor behind the summer speedup of greenlandic 

land-terminating glaciers (Davison et al., 2019; Nienow et al., 2017). Indeed, speedups were 

observed with in-situ (Bartholomew et al., 2012; Sole et al., 2013; Tedstone et al., 2013; Zwally et 

al., 2002) and remote (Fitzpatrick et al., 2013; Joughin et al., 2008a; Lemos et al., 2018b; Sundal et 

al., 2011) methods across the majority of the land-terminating sectors. All altitudes at which 

melting occurs are affected, even far upstream from the equilibrium line altitude, where the 

melting rate is moderate (Doyle et al., 2014). The link between the surface runoff and water 

pressure changes was proven by in-situ measurements of water pressure in boreholes (Smeets et 

al., 2012; Van De Wal et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2016) and melt condition observations 

(Bartholomew et al., 2012; Sole et al., 2013; Van De Wal et al., 2015). When considering marine-

terminating glaciers, this mechanism is also assumed to be an important driver of the annual 

velocity fluctuations on many glaciers (Howat et al., 2010; Lemos et al., 2018a; Luckman and 

Murray, 2005; Moon et al., 2015; Vijay et al., 2019), but the relation is more complex to establish 

as other drivers are at play as explained previously.  

 

Annual cycle 

Being interesting in this study by the time-scales accessible to remote sensing, we will leave 

aside the daily water-induced changes of basal friction and focus on the seasonal time frame.  

Typically, for a hard bed, the annual cycle of the basal condition develops as follows 

(Davison et al., 2019; Nienow et al., 2017). When the spring melt begins, runoff infiltrates from 

the top surface to the bed through crevasses, moulins, etc. At this time, the subglacial 
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environment is still in winter state and is composed of areas with weakly- or non-developed 

drainage systems meaning that the routing capacity is relatively small and, thus, most likely is not 

enough to drain the enhanced amounts of water (Figure 12-a). This leads to an increase in water 

pressure at the bed, hence reducing the effective bed roughness and, consequently, the basal 

friction, allowing for a higher sliding speed. This phase of speed increase can last a few weeks 

until the subglacial drainage system adapts to the incoming water amount and becomes more 

efficient at draining the excess water (Figure 12-b). Depending on the capability of the network 

to adapt and variability of the water input rate, the sliding speed stabilizes for a while or 

immediately starts to decrease. The latter happens when the drainage efficiency of the subglacial  

 

Figure 12 Stages of subglacial hydrological system development from early spring to late 
autumn. The main subplots present a planar view of the network, zoom subplots on the 

right show vertical cross-sections of the channels and water-filled cavities. The size of the 
gray arrows is proportional to the ice speed; white and black arrows in zoom subplots 

indicate the relative ice creep closure force and water pressure opening force, 
respectively. From Davison et al., 2019.   
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system exceeds the water input, which lowers the water pressure, increases the effective pressure 

and so causes more important basal friction (Figure 12-c). As a direct consequence, right after the 

end of the melt season, the ice velocity can decrease below the "initial" value (i.e. speed before 

the melt-driven acceleration) and maintain the slow speed during autumn to early winter. This 

happens because an established efficient hydrological system connects the majority of the bed 

surface, easily evacuating small volumes of present water coming from basal melting. Thus, the 

mean water pressure across the glacier is lower than at the end of winter when such a network 

does not exist anymore (Figure 12-d). During the winter, the subglacial network becomes again 

less efficient due to the closure of its conduits/channels/cavities by ice creep, because the low 

water production at the bed is not sufficient to keep them open. 

In the case of a soft bed, the runoff infiltrates to the subglacial environment and makes the 

upper till layers more deformable due to saturation (Bougamont et al., 2014; Davison et al., 2019; 

Nienow et al., 2017): the initially present chaotic distribution of sediment grains has low porosity, 

which leads to a higher water pressure in the upper layers, with the possibility of water film 

formation on the sediment interface. This impacts both the deformation rate and threshold of 

deformation onset. With time, solid particles become arranged in a higher porosity structure, 

thereby water spreads more homogeneously across the vertical till profile and evacuates quicker, 

resulting in pressure drops. 

To conclude on the relation between basal friction and sliding speed, the intensity and 

duration of seasonal speedups depend more on the initial state of the subglacial drainage system 

rather than the infiltration runoff rate, and depend more on its ability to adapt to the rising 

amount of water rather than the total volume of incoming water (Bartholomew et al., 2012). In 

an extreme case, when very little runoff water can access the bed compared to the amount of 

basal melt, it is possible that water pressure would be insignificantly affected and therefore a 

significant speedup would not happen. For instance, some studies suggest that starting with a 

certain sliding speed a glacier can generate so much basal melting water by friction heat that an 

efficient hydrological system will persistently exist for the whole year, resulting in summer melt 

not triggering a significant pressure rise (Echelmeyer and Harrison, 1990; Howat et al., 2010).        

 

1.4 Summary 

Between four drivers of glacier velocity changes described above, two – ice temperature 

(rheology) and thickness (driving stress) – are commonly assumed to act on relatively long time 

scales of few years at least. In contrast, changes in the basal traction from subglacial water 

pressure and in the force balance with GL/FL migrations can happen on short time scales (from 

hours to years). The glacier velocity reacts on them almost instantly (Van De Wal et al., 2015).  

An acceleration provoked by any of these external forcings could lead to sustained mass 

loss. For instance, a marine-terminating glacier will discharge more ice into the ocean when the 

GL/FL retreats. On a land-terminating glacier, higher flow speed means that a larger ice volume 

is displaced towards the ablation zone. In both scenarios the positive feedback with topography 

lowering could lead to further acceleration and ablation increase (e.g. Joughin et al., 2012).  Thus, 
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it could be speculated that even a short seasonal-scale acceleration above a certain threshold is 

able to lead to a self-sustaining glacier retreat and mass loss, if such acceleration is persistently 

repeated. 

In practice, the interactions between ice motion and these acceleration mechanisms remain 

uncertain or not well constrained and so difficult to implement or parametrize in models. In 

addition, the impact of the short-term (seasonal) variability on the long-term (multi-decennial to 

centennial) is still poorly represented in numerical models. These current limitations impact our 

ability to “accurately” project the future evolution of the ice sheets. One of the main restrictions 

for that is still the deficit of suitable – widespread, precise, long and temporally frequent – 

observations that describe the glacier flow and geometry to constrain the physical processes 

associated with their changes (Vaughan and Arthern, 2007). Indeed, satellite observations only 

cover the last 2 or 3 decades, which is a relatively short period compared to the timescale of 

response of the ice sheets to perturbations. Conversely, the seasonal fluctuation in glacier flow 

offers the opportunity to observe important fluctuations over much shorter time scales and 

potentially to better understand the physical mechanisms at play. 

 The primary aim of this thesis is to explore the capabilities of satellite imagery to track ice 

speed changes over the shortest possible intervals. The imagery acquisition frequency by suitable 

sensors is currently about one week. Thereby, we expected to track successfully the speed 

changes caused by variability of basal stress and GL/FL position. The methodological 

developments, results and examples of these satellite-derived time-series are presented in Section 

2. We expected as well to resolve the annual behavior of speed changes with a frequency 

sufficient for detailed investigation on the physical basis. The second aim is to investigate this 

new dense time-series using numerical modeling of the ice flow to better constrain the physical 

drivers of glacier velocity changes. The model setup, corresponding results and analysis are 

presented in Section 3. 
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2. Satellite observations of the 

surface ice speed 

 

 

Midgard Gletscher, Greenland –  Sentinel-2 satellite image, 16 Jul 2021  
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For a long time, airborne remote sensing imagery has been used for mapping of the ice 

surface speed of glaciers (Cheremnykh, 1962; Meier, 1979; Morgan, 1973). Satellite imagery 

started in the 1990th, with the launches of optical and radar instruments with suitable spatial 

resolution (Csatho et al., 1999; Joughin et al., 1996; Michel and Rignot, 1999). With the 

development of satellite-based instruments, the large-scale coverage, repeatability and low cost of 

the satellite data became largely beneficial compared to in-situ measurements or airborne surveys. 

In turn, this allowed for investigation of remote and hardly-accessible areas (Mouginot et al., 

2012; Sattar et al., 2019), creation of the global overview maps (Joughin et al., 2010; Rignot and 

Mouginot, 2012), or implementation of repeated velocity observations to allow the monitoring of 

the glacier over time (Mouginot et al., 2019; Rignot et al., 2019). Since 2013, with the consecutive 

launches of Landsat-8, Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellites, relatively high-resolution imagery with 

high frequency has become routinely available, allowing to capture changes in the ice flow on 

shorter timescales (Armstrong et al., 2017; Millan et al., 2019).  

However, it still remains challenging to capture subtle and/or rapid changes in the ice flow 

over the entire year and over relatively slowly moving areas by using the measurements from a 

single sensor and classical correlation techniques of speed retrieval (Fahnestock et al., 2015; 

Millan et al., 2019; Mouginot et al., 2017; Vijay et al., 2019). On one hand, this is due to the 

relatively high uncertainties in the displacement estimation associated with the spatial resolutions 

when short-time measurements are considered. Indeed, the tracking methods for velocity 

retrieval on optical data can achieve accuracy of surface displacement measurement of about 0.1-

pixel (Millan et al., 2019; Mouginot et al., 2017). For the shortest Sentinel-2 (10 m/pix resolution) 

repeat cycle of 5 days this would correspond to uncertainty of about ±73 m/yr. This is more than 

a half of the average winter speed on a typical land-terminating sector of the Greenland ice sheet 

margin. In the same way, the precision of the nominal 16-day cycle is ±34 m/yr for Landsat-8 (15 

m/pix resolution). On the other hand, the revisit time of individual sensors is a limiting factor to 

observe rapid events. For instance, the typical duration of the summer speed-up is about 6-8 

weeks across the Greenland margin; this corresponds to 2-3 passes of Landsat-8. Unfavorable 

occasional natural conditions, such as cloudy weather for optical data or ionosphere storm for 

radar data, will additionally significantly reduce the quantity of suitable imagery (Ju and Roy, 

2008). Finally, the gaps in data acquisition may persistently occur in the same moments of year 

and/or in the same location (Fahnestock et al., 2015; Joughin et al., 2018; Mouginot et al., 2017). 

Usually this is related to the sensor type (radar/optical), which causes the absence of source 

imagery (e.g. optical data during polar night) or repetitive correlation fails under certain 

conditions (e.g. melting season on radar data). 

One of the ways to overcome such limitations is to combine observations from different 

sensors. This significantly increases the quantity of observations to resolve rapid dynamics and 

provides enhanced opportunities of measurement quality improvement with post-processing 

technics (Derkacheva et al., 2020; Tsai et al., 2019). Nevertheless, as each sensor is measuring 

surface displacements with its own unique characteristics (spatial resolution, time repeatability, 

etc.), it is technically and conceptually difficult to combine the data from different platforms. 

Thus, the integration of the derived velocity maps into a fused dataset, coherent in terms of 

numerical storage approach, metadata, and data specification, currently requires additional 

efforts.  
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To overcome these limitations, we establish the highly frequent and accurate tracking of ice 

velocity seasonal dynamics thanks to the joined usage of the satellite constellation Landsat-8, 

Sentinel-1, and Sentinel-2. For that, we create an operational workflow of the velocity maps 

production, design an outcoming data storage system and a corresponding data manipulation 

ecosystem. We test this workflow on three selected sites and evaluate the obtained database. We 

then test different regression methods of post-processing to accomplish the multi-sensor data 

fusion and their quality enhancement. The efficiency of those methods is evaluated against the 

simultaneous GPS measurements done on one of the observed sites. Finally, we describe and 

discuss the post-processed high-frequency time-series in terms of velocity spatio-temporal 

variations and physical mechanisms that are causing them. 

 

 

2.1 Study areas  

The Greenlandic outlet glaciers demonstrate the vast variability of situations. Differing by 

terminus type, speed range, geographical position, surface characteristics etc., they pose various 

challenges to derive surface velocity fields from satellite images. Herewith, an important range of 

seasonal speed changes from a few centimeters to several kilometers per year, as well as differing 

responsible drivers, can be found along the Greenlandic margin. 

We selected three sectors – land-terminating, grounded tidewater, and floating tidewater – 

as the representative case studies with a diversified list of issues for remote sensing measurements 

of surface speed (Figure 13). All sectors have non-frozen beds over the lower half of their basin, 

and surface speeds largely exceed the values that can be explained by the shear deformation alone  

(MacGregor et al., 2016). Thereby, basal sliding contributes actively to the surface motion. Some 

of tidewater glaciers are also known for the relatively pronounced displacements of their fronts. 

Thus, being subjected to diverse seasonal forcings, these sectors additionally offer the diversity of 

behavior and the rate of ice flow seasonal dynamics. 

The Russell sector is a land-terminating ice sheet margin which is representative of the 

ground-based South-West sector of Greenland. Having a relatively slow flowing speed, it remains 

a challenging area to track short-term events with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Located in 

the Central West sector, Upernavik Isstrøm is a marine-terminating system that, in the recent 

years, shows three independent outlets glaciers terminated by calving fronts. It has a very fast-

flowing speed up to several hundred of meters per month, therefore, it needs dedicated 

processing parameterization of the imagery processing chain to capture the rapid ice 

displacement. Petermann Gletscher has one of the largest basins in the North, and is one of the 

few tidewater glaciers in Greenland that still has an extended floating shelf. It requires large-scale 

observations and tracking of summer dynamics with a shorter live time than on more southern 

glaciers. Finally, according to our goal of continuous year-around observations, all case-studies 

provide an additional challenge, being located above the Polar Circle thereby in area of the Polar 

Night occurrence. 
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Figure 13 Location of Russell sector, Upernavik Isstrom and Petermann Gletscher basins 
in Greenland. Greenland velocity map is taken from (Mouginot et al., 2017). 

The Russell sector is located in Western Greenland, slightly above the Polar circle, at 

67°N 50°E, in a large land-terminating sector of the ice sheet, with a clear east-west orientation 

of ice flow (~275° from the north on average). We hereinafter refer to the Russell sector or basin 

as the area constituted by three glaciers – Insunnguata Sermia, Russell Gletcher, Ørkendalen 

Gletscher – and a portion of the ice margin located north of Insunnguata Sermia with no 

pronounced ice streams (Figure 14). Due to easy accessibility from the closest 

town, Kangerlussuaq, this is one of the most studied areas in Greenland. A number of 

investigations, experiments and in-situ observations have been made here, including: GPS surface 

velocity measurements (e.g. Bartholomew et al., 2012), maintaining of a long-term meteorological 

station (e.g. Van de Wal et al., 2005), borehole drilling (e.g. Harper et al., 2017; Maier et al., 2019), 

radar ice thickness surveys (e.g. Morlighem et al., 2011). Such an abundance of available data 

allows for a large-scale theoretical investigation, and, first of all, for modeling developments.  

The  Russell sector is known for its pronounced spatio-temporal ice velocity variations 

(Fitzpatrick et al., 2013; Joughin et al., 2008b; Lemos et al., 2018b; Palmer et al., 2011). The two 

northernmost glaciers follow topographical valleys in their downstream sections, and flow at 

speeds ranging from 100 to 250 m/yr during winter. Ørkendalen Gletscher has similar velocities, 

except at one downstream location where the ice flow overpasses a topographical ridge, which 

causes a tripling of the surface speed. The regions surrounding the named ice streams display ice 

speeds around 50–60 m/yr in winter.  Seasonal ice speed fluctuations have been observed in a 

number of studies with GPS and space-based observations. Over a large area near the ice margin, 

speed-ups from +100 to +250% above the winter mean have been reported (Derkacheva et al., 
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2020; Joughin et al., 2008b; Lemos et al., 2018b; Maier et al., 2019; Palmer et al., 2011), with the 

measured maximum of +360% in small isolated patches (Palmer et al., 2011). 

The Russell mass balance equivalent here to SMB, which for a long time was almost zero, 

has been negative for the last two decades due to the surface melting intensification and 

enhancement in some years (Houtz et al., 2021; Van De Wal et al., 2012), with a value 

about -1.9 Gt/yr (Mouginot et al., 2019). This has led to surface elevation lowering, but the 

average thinning rate is moderate and does not exceed about -1 m/yr over the last decades 

(Csatho et al., 2014; Helm et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2019). At the same time, the observed ice front 

position has experienced negligible retreat. 

The lower part of the basin, located below the long-term equilibrium line estimated to be at 

~1500 m (Van De Wal et al., 2012), experiences a large-scale melting that generates a large 

amount of runoff water in summer (Hasholt et al., 2013). The produced water partly infiltrates 

towards the ice bed through multiple cracks and moulins (Bougamont et al., 2014; Christoffersen 

et al., 2018) and partly drains out on the ice surface (Smith et al., 2015).  

The surface elevation changes smoothly across the basin from 300m to 2500m. However, 

the ice thickness also depends on the bed topography and is much more variable due to the deep 

channels (Morlighem et al., 2017). The main channel, followed by Insunnguata Sermia glacier, is 

about 300 m b.s.l. in the deepest section and 100 m a.s.l. near the glacier terminus.  

 

Figure 14 Downstream part of the Russell sector basin, composed of Insunnguata 
Sermia, Russell Gletcher, and Ørkendalen Gletscher. Top: mean multi-annual ice surface 
velocity (Mouginot et al., 2017). Bottom: Bedrock topography (Morlighem et al., 2017). 

Black contour follows the average glacier limits in 2015-2019.   

Petermann Gletscher is one of the rare outlet glaciers of Greenland that still keeps a large 

floating ice tongue. Its basin, located in North Greenland at about 80°N and 58°W, is also one of 

the largest basins in Greenland in terms of surface (Figure 15). Alone, it drains about 4-6% of the 

ice sheet (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Rignot and Steffen, 2008). The main ice stream 
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predefined by the subglacial topography drains the entire basin, and continues as a 50-km long 

and 15-20 km wide ice shelf after entering into a long fjord with sharp slopes. 

The main stream has been showing mean winter surface speeds of  about 1200 m/yr in the 

grounding line zone for two last decades (Ahlstrøm et al., 2013; Hill et al., 2018; Lemos et al., 

2018a; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006), with a slight but persistent acceleration about +2% per 

year since about 2010 (Mouginot et al., 2019). The seasonal speed variations are well pronounced 

in the downstream part of the basin, with summer speed-ups of around +300 m/yr at the GL 

(Ahlstrøm et al., 2013; Lemos et al., 2018a; Nick et al., 2012).  

The surface elevation is slightly above sea level on the almost flat shelf and is smoothly 

increasing up to 2700 m far inland on the grounded part. The subglacial relief is more complex 

(Morlighem et al., 2014). In the downstream basin region, the glacier flows in a large depression, 

aligned towards the ocean and forming a continuous structure with the fjord. It has an estimated 

depth of ~500 m b.s.l. at the GL, which corresponds to an ice thickness of ~600m. From this 

depression, a narrow channel below sea level continues up to the internal greenlandic depression 

(Bamber et al., 2013). Therefore, up to 90% of Peterman’s basin area is estimated to be below sea 

level (Johnson et al., 2011; Rignot and Steffen, 2008). Investigations on the grounding line 

location and displacements, done on a 1990s-2000s dataset, revealed its chaotic multiple retreat 

and advances by several kilometers, which had shaped an average net retreat of only ~0.5 km 

(Hogg et al., 2016). During the observed period 2015-2019, the glacier front position has 

advanced at a very homogenous speed of about 100 m/yr regardless of the season, meaning that 

the much faster flow speed is almost compensated by numerous and small calving events. The 

last large calving event was observed in 2012, shaping the current shelf length of about 55 km. 

Interestingly, the ice flow did not change significantly after this event as it has been observed in 

other places (Hill et al., 2018). This could suggest that only “passive” ice was removed (Fürst et 

al., 2016), i.e. the buttressing provided by the ice shelf remained unchanged.  

Petermann glacier has been in an almost equilibrium state for a long time, meaning that 

positive surface mass balance with a dominating accumulation term is closely compensated by ice 

discharge to the ocean. The MB was on average -1 Gt/yr in 1970-2000 and about -2.5 Gt/yr in 

2000-2017 (Mouginot et al., 2019). This decrease happened mainly due to the surface melt 

intensification, which changed the SMB from ~9.7 Gt/yr to ~8.6 Gt/yr for the same time 

intervals. The ice crosses the grounding line with a flux of ~11Gt/y and is then lost at 80% by 

submarine melt at the bottom of the shelf before reaching the calving front (Johnson et al., 2011; 

Rignot and Steffen, 2008). Being related to the MB, the surface elevation lowering is very limited 

here, about -0.5 to -1 m/yr, and does not propagates far inland (Helm et al., 2014; Yang et al., 

2019). The surface melting generates a relatively small quantity of water. Herewith, the observed 

subglacial fresh water flux to the fjord at the GL (Johnson et al., 2011) significantly exceeds the 

estimated volume of basal ice melting (Karlsson et al., 2021). This means that the runoff has 

access to the bed through moulins or crevasses, which are primarily located in the lower part of 

the basin and on the shelf. 
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Figure 15 Downstream part of Petermann Gletscher basin. Left: mean multi-annual ice 
surface velocity (Mouginot et al., 2017). Right: Bedrocks topography (Morlighem et al., 
2017). Black contour follows the average glacier limits in 2015-2019, dashed line shows 

the grounding line.    

Upernavik Isstrøm is a tidewater glacier, located in Central Western Greenland, at about 

73°N 54°W. It is in contact with the ocean by an ice cliff and has no floating tongues today. The 

current basin delimitation includes three independent branches – called here Northern, Central, 

and Southern – defined by the basal topography, which formed a single terminus some decades 

ago (Weidick, 1958) (Figure 16). This glacier belongs to the very fast flowing group with a speed 

range of several kilometers per year.  

The three branches vary remarkably in terms of absolute velocity values, interannual and 

seasonal dynamics (Larsen et al., 2016; Vijay et al., 2019). The Northern stream’s mean speed is 

about 4500 m/yr, with seasonal fluctuations of 100-300 m/yr in the target years 2015-2019 (+3% 

to +7% above the winter mean) and has a general multiannual slowdown trend. The Central 

stream has shown a significant interannual variability during the observation period with an 

average speed of 2800-3600 m/yr. It does not show pronounced seasonal-related pattern of 

speed change, just an insignificant short-term deceleration can be distinguished in the time series.  

The Southern stream is the only one among them where interannual variability is small and clear 

regular seasonal fluctuations happen. Contradictory to the "classical" dynamics with one summer 

peak, it has a "cardiogram" velocity curve: the mean winter velocity of about 1700-1800 m/yr 

increases in summer by nearly +7% and decreases by the same amount in autumn. While these 

oscillations are relatively small, they correspond to 100-150 m/yr in absolute values (Vijay et al., 

2019). 

The ice front positions also show non-uniform behaviors on the three branches (Larsen et 

al., 2016; Vijay et al., 2019). The Central stream has a well-pronounced seasonal cycle of advances 

and retreats. The margin of the Southern stream is very stable in space and does not move during 
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a year nor over the entire 2015-2019 period. The Northern stream’s calving front is more 

dynamic, it developed a small displacement over the entire year regardless of the season; its 

multiyear location is overall stable. The basal topographical conditions are favorable for the 

calving, as the calving fronts have a height of about 500-700 m (Larsen et al., 2016). The ice 

streams follow the deep subglacial channels of several hundred meters below sea level that extend 

inland of the ice sheet for 30-50 km (Morlighem et al., 2014). The surface topography starts with 

a cliff elevation of less than 100m a.s.l and smoothly rises up to 3000 m.  

The absolute values and the general trend of mass balance over the last decades are 

negative for all branches (Larsen et al., 2016; Mouginot et al., 2019). The SMB decreases due to 

the melt intensification, and was about 3.5, 3 and 0.5 Gt/yr in the 2010s on average  for the three 

branches from north to south respectively (Mouginot et al., 2019). Ice discharge through the 

calving front is the main process of mass loss, being responsible for up to 80% of the total ice 

mass loss in certain years (Larsen et al., 2016; Mouginot et al., 2019). With the actual rates of 

about 10, 6, and 2.5 Gt/yr from north to south respectively in 2010s, they vary in time following 

the inter-annual speed trends. For instance, in the Northern branch, the brutal acceleration in the 

2000s was accompanied by a doubling of the ice discharge (Mouginot et al., 2019) and a 

remarkable ice thinning at the rates up to tens of meters per year (Gray et al., 2019; Haubner et 

al., 2018; Nielsen et al., 2012). Even associated glacier uplifts were even observed in the 

downstream area in response to this large mass loss (Nielsen et al., 2012). On average across the 

last two decades, the elevation changes are a few meters per year inland of the mentioned 

branches and ~-1 m/yr on the Southern branch (Gray et al., 2019).  

 

Figure 16 Downstream part of the Upernavik Isstrøm system composed of three glaciers. 
Top: mean multi-annual ice surface velocity (Mouginot et al., 2017). Bottom: Bedrock 

topography (Morlighem et al., 2017). Black contour follows the average glacier limits in 
2015-2019. 
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2.2 Velocity database 

2.2.1 State of the art methods for deriving glacier surface 

displacements 

The general idea of the surface motion tracking in images is similar in a number of studies, 

independently from the thematical domain or used sensor (Altena and Kääb, 2021; Debella-Gilo 

and Kääb, 2011; Kraaijenbrink et al., 2016; Lacroix et al., 2018; Stumpf et al., 2017). The same 

surface pattern is searched in two images which are taken at different times; its displacement 

distance can be measured based on the known signal acquisition geometry and is converted into 

speed using the known time interval between the acquisitions (Konig et al., 2001). This approach 

was born in the era of Landsat constellation appearance and implied at first the visual inspection 

of optical images to find the easily distinguished surface features, like crevasse or moraine, and 

manually measure their displacement (Krimmel and Meier, 1975). 

Since then, this idea has developed into two extensively explored groups of velocity-

retrieval methods: feature-tracking, applied on both optical and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

imagery, and interferometry, operating with specific type of SAR data. Initially applied over large-

scale and fast-flowing streams in Antarctica and Greenland (Bindschadler and Scambos, 1991; 

Scambos et al., 1992), they have evolved together with sensors properties, and can be used to 

survey even the relatively small mountain glaciers now (Millan et al., 2019).   

In this section, we provide a theoretical overview of different velocity-retrieval methods 

and limitations that influence velocity measurements. At the end, a vision on the current 

challenges in this scientific-technological domain is proposed.  

2.2.1.1 Feature-tracking approaches and their limitations 

Feature-tracking approaches can be applied on both – optical and radar – types of imagery. 

When the optical images are used, the proper name "feature tracking" algorithm is referred to. 

On radar imagery, either the amplitude signal ("intensity tracking" or "speckle tracking") or the 

phase signal ("coherence tracking") can be considered (Michel and Rignot, 1999; Strozzi et al., 

2002). So, while in the majority of remote sensing thematical applications speckle is a noise, here 

it is useful content. All these methods are actively used to track ice displacements over huge ice 

sheets and small-size mountain glaciers (Fahnestock et al., 2015; Jeong and Howat, 2015; Michel 

and Rignot, 1999; Millan et al., 2019; Mouginot et al., 2017; Sakakibara and Sugiyama, 2018). 

At the dawn of the computer methods development, the surface features were visually 

identified on optical images one-by-one and their positions were picked manually. In the 1990s, 

the development of algorithms based on optical images matching helped to automatize the 

processing and increased the efficiency and accuracy of the approach (Bindschadler and 

Scambos, 1991; Scambos et al., 1992). As a result, in modern processing utilities the visual feature 
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recognition is replaced by the fully automated search of the best matching between two sub-

images called master and slave chips (Heid and Kääb, 2012; Konig et al., 2001) (Figure 17). The 

master chips, typically a few tens of pixels wide, are sequentially extracted from the master image 

and successively compared to the chips extracted from the slave image, moving step-by-step in a 

spatial neighborhood. A correlation score on the matching pixels is calculated for each chips' 

mutual position, forming a local correlation map. The highest score in the correlation map, meaning 

the maximum similarity between overlapping pixels for the given chips' mutual position, denote 

the ice surface displacement from the moment of the master image acquisition till the acquisition 

of the slave image. 

 

Figure 17 Feature-tracking algorithm of the ice surface velocity estimation from optical 
images.     

Alternative, more sophisticated ways to do the matching have also been developed, aiming 

to increase the total area of successfully resolved velocity measurements or their accuracy. For 

instance, a few approaches now try to benefit from the high temporal redundancy by considering 

more than 2 successive images (Altena and Kääb, 2017; Hadhri et al., 2019b; Jeong et al., 2017). 

In tracking algorithms, the size of the chips, their sampling step, offset step during the 

master-slave matching, and the search distance can be selected individually depending on the 

interval between images, sensor resolution, expected velocity range and the type/size of the 

object of interest  (Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2011). The similarity measure is classically 

implemented through normalized cross-correlation (NCC) (Bindschadler and Scambos, 1991), 

but some other metrics are also used (Heid and Kääb, 2012). According to Heid and Kääb 

(2012), each metrics presents an advantage compared to the others depending on the studied 

region, e.g. a flat wide ice cap against a narrow mountain glacier, but none is clearly better for 

worldwide application.  

By default, optical-imagery-based tracking follows the displacements in a plane of image. 

Thereby, to accurately get the horizontal velocity, the orthorectified images (projected on horizontal 

plain without optical and topographical distortions) should be used. This is especially true for the 

steep mountain regions. The retrieved velocity can be presented as the vx-vy components, or 

horizontal magnitude v and direction α. 
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The images matching of the surface patterns expressed across many pixels, instead of the 

individual features or individual pixels, allowed to switch from few measurements across a glacier 

to full-cover velocity maps and to measure the surface displacements with accuracy below the 

pixel resolution. To achieve sub-pixel precision in NCC, two approaches can be used. The first 

option is to resample the chips to a higher spatial resolution through interpolation; the second is 

to interpolate the correlation maps (Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2011). Roughly, the actual 

algorithms are able to achieve an accuracy of about 0.1-pixel in cross-correlation (Debella-Gilo 

and Kääb, 2011; Millan et al., 2019; Mouginot et al., 2017), which translates into the velocity 

precision of a few tens of meters per year for the shortest revisit time of contemporary satellites.  

The speckle and coherence tracking techniques applied on radar imagery are conceptually 

close to those employed with optical images (Strozzi et al., 2002). In the same way, the chips 

extracted from both images are matched, and displacement in two axes is estimated. The speckle 

tracking operates with intensity property of the returned radar wave, and thus is more similar to 

the optical image; the coherence operates with a wave phase, assuming that the non-disturbing 

surface motion should preserve spatial patterns of returned phases. Commonly, the native 

geometry of radar images is kept during the entire processing, thus the initially retrieved velocity 

is in azimuth (along the satellite trajectory) and slant-range (perpendicular to it) coordinate space. 

The raw displacement map includes stereographic effects and the vertical displacements, due to 

sideways-looking geometry of the radar sensing. Thus, to obtain the true horizontal velocity of 

glacier surface, an external digital elevation model (DEM) is required to calculate stereographic 

effects and separate the horizontal motion from vertical. The latter is commonly done with an 

assumption that ice flows parallel to the surface. This step of vertical motion extraction is not an 

issue for the large and relatively flat ice sheets and ice caps, however, in the steeper mountains 

the minor errors of DEM or its co-registration with imagery can lead to large velocity errors.  

 

As follows from the description, the spatial presence of well-distinguished features or 

patterns is critical for the optical data (Paul et al., 2017), which lead to less correlation over the 

smooth featureless inland areas of the ice sheets (Fahnestock et al., 2015; Mouginot et al., 2017). 

The radar speckle is independent from the objects, appearing over the relatively homogenic 

surface as well, and staying uniform from image to image under the relatively same surface 

conditions. It can be well treated with the cross-correlation methods and allows successful 

velocity estimation even on the featureless areas (Joughin et al., 2017; Mouginot et al., 2012). An 

opposite situation to the lack of features is their redundancy coupled with similarity, e.g. ogives or 

parallel crevasses fields: chips similarity is high in many positions so miscorrelation occurs (Paul 

et al., 2017).   

Optical feature can be stable even for the long-time periods between images (e.g. – more 

than one year in Millan et al., 2019), but many effects can also lead to wrong correlation, even for 

short revisit, such as surface motion not related to glacier movement (e.g. snow dunes or 

sastruggi  migration), semi-transparent clouds (Figure 18-c), or areas with contrast saturation 

(Fahnestock et al., 2015; Paul et al., 2017; Scambos et al., 1992). The radar-based tracking is more 

sensible to the surface changes and therefore requires the conditions with a high level of surface 

stability. For instance, the correlation significantly drops (or miscorrelation happens) when the 

surface rugosity or wetness changes due to melting, precipitation, or even wind redistribution of 

snow (Paul et al., 2017; Vijay et al., 2019; Weydahl, 2001) as this modifies the reflectance 
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properties of surface (Bevan et al., 2015; Konig et al., 2001). Among others factors, atmosphere 

humidity or ionospheric distortion may affect the radar data (Wegmüller et al., 2006). Note that 

while more robust, the speckle tracking is also affected when such surface or atmosphere changes 

are strong (Figure 18-a). Velocity mapping is also problematic near the fast-flowing marine-

terminating fronts for any tracking algorithms, where after some time the frontal glacier section 

calves,  therefore,  no successful correlation is possible (Figure 18-b) (Nagler et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 18 Examples of problematic situations for feature-tracking method: (a) Surface 
state change between radar intensity images taken in winter and summer; (b) 

unresolved velocity field near the calving front; (c) "successfully" derived velocity on 
unmasked clouds. Adapted from (Schwaizer, 2017). 

The following specific issues can be listed for the tracking technics: 

 The image matching methods use subset chips that are typically of several tens or a 

hundred of pixels for optical and radar data, respectively. This leads to a coarser spatial 

resolution and therefore to the loss of the small-scale spatial variability, which widely 

occurs in mountains, as well as to unresolved velocity field near calving fronts. 

 The optimal matching parameters (chips size, sampling step, etc.) depend on glacier 

specificity and thus vary from site to site. Large-cover mapping with the same 

processing algorithm would requires adaptive parametrization to deal successfully with 

different regions.  

 Topography-related corrections must be done using a DEM of compatible resolution 

and as temporarily close as possible to the images. The latter condition can be very 

important because the surface elevation may strongly change on glaciers, particularly in 

the ablation areas. Any errors in DEM elevation and its co-registration with a given 

image will propagate into a velocity error. Topographical issues are more important for 

radar imagery which has side-looking geometry than for down-looking optical imagery 

with relatively compact scenes.    

 Regarding the optical data, significant changes in solar illumination and/or sun 

inclination can lead to large "visual" differences between images, directly impacting the 

correlation success. The correlation also fails in zones of radiometric saturation or 

across the featureless surfaces; both are common in accumulation areas of glaciers 

recovered by snow. In absence of solar illumination, e.g. polar night, or in cloud-cover 

conditions optical imagery cannot be used. 

 Regarding the radar data, correlation diminishes rapidly with a longer revisit time. This 

can happen rapidly in the ablation areas at the onset of the melt season, where 

decorrelation occurs in a few days. The actual correlation durability partly depends on 
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the radar wavelength, because longer radar waves penetrate deeper into snow/firn/ice, 

thereby the "seen surface" can be longer preserved without changes. Radar imagery is 

independent from illumination and cloud problems, but the signal can be stochastically 

affected by the atmosphere.  

 

2.2.1.2 SAR interferometry (InSAR) approaches 

Although not considered in the following work of this thesis, repeat-pass SAR 

interferometry is commonly used to measure surface or infrastructure deformations with 

millimeter precision. Thus, it can be adapted for ice surface velocity measurements. The general 

idea consists in estimating the phase difference between radar waves returned by the same 

scatters of surface during two successive passes; this difference is directly proportional to the 

displacement. 

The interferometry is sensitive only to displacements in the line-of-sight (i.e. the slant-range 

plane which is perpendicular to the flight trajectory) (Figure 19). Thereby, one interferogram (a map 

of waves' phase difference between two images) provides only a single-direction displacement 

component. To resolve the 2D motion of surface, at least two interferograms from different 

non-parallel tracks, e.g. from ascending and descending orbits, can be combined assuming that 

ice flows parallel to the surface (Joughin et al., 1998). Thus, four acquisitions (2 images per 2 

sensor geometry) are necessary to get one velocity map. If more diverse line-of-sights are 

available for the same area, 3D velocity can be resolved.  The task of obtaining several 

interferograms can become challenging during the seasons of rapid surface condition changes, as 

interferograms require high correlation between radar images.  

 

Figure 19 InSAR geometry of surface motion tracking (Duro et al., 2013). The true 
displacement (magenta arrows) is seen by SAR only in one of two components per track 
(blue and yellow arrows for descending and ascending orbits correspondingly). LOS – line 

of side (slant-range perpendicular to the orbit), incidence – angle of satellite orbit 
inclination, "Vert" and "Hori" – vertical and horizontal axes in the figure's plane. 

The uncertainty sources and decorrelation conditions mentioned for the radar data above 

play important roles for InSAR as well. Thus, the interferometric phase is sensitive to the 
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stereoscopic effects from topography, which introduces a complementary term into the measured 

velocity and requires a precise DEM to be accounted for. 

In contrast with speckle and feature tracking, the precision of the interferometric 

measurements is limited not by the spatial resolution but by the length of the radar wave, which 

is typically several centimeters (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). On average, the InSAR method 

measures the ice deformation with a precision of one to two orders of magnitude better than 

tracking technics, i.e. at the centimeter level, which translates into a precision of less than 1 m/yr 

with a repeat cycle between interferograms of one to a few weeks. In cases of very "stable" ice 

plain like Central Antarctica, millimetric precision can be achieved, as images of few years span 

correlate well.  

Regarding SAR interferometry, the following specific issues can be listed: 

 The inaccuracy of InSAR velocity estimation is partly due to phase measurement errors 

(e.g. atmospheric distortion, interferogram decorrelation) and partly comes from 

processing steps (e.g. DEM-correction). On average, the InSAR precision is 

significantly better than tracking methods could achieve.  

 Horizontal displacements can be reconstructed only using together images from non-

parallel tracks (e.g. ascending/descending orbits) and an external DEM. This requires 

many successful acquisitions, which can be a problem over quickly decorrelating areas 

or regions rarely passed with varying orbits. The non-synchronous acquisitions can also 

be an issue for motion that changes rapidly over time. 

 For the fastest glaciers or steep areas, if the temporal span exceeds a few days, the 

displacement gradient is larger than the threshold allowed by the wavelength to resolve 

interferometric fringes (2π-cycles of phase),  so unwrapping fails (Strozzi et al., 2002). 

In contrast, on a very stable ice, the span can rise up to several years, providing an 

outstanding precision of measurements. 

 

2.2.1.3 Axes of further development  

The long-time development of velocity-retrieval algorithms has brought many various and 

highly-advanced implementations available for usage by the community. Thereby, other major 

technical axes of progress have been proposed to improve our ability to measure surface ice 

velocity more accurately (Heid and Kääb, 2012; Paul et al., 2015): 

 further development of pre-/post-processing technics  

Since the first automated workflows in the 1990s, many ideas have been proposed to 

improve the quality and accuracy of the results or to make image processing computationally 

efficient. First of all, it was quickly realized that two raw images are sometimes poorly suitable for 

correlation or accurate displacement estimation. Thereby, pre-processing of images has been 

introduced to improve the performances of the tracking algorithms. The major problem they 

should manage is inaccurate geospatial co-registration, which affects the value of retrieved 

displacement. At the source of the issue could be named satellite elevation drift, sensor 

distortion, inaccurate satellite positioning, bad orthorectification, etc. Another group of pre-

processing technics addresses an increase in the amount of successfully-resolved correlations, as 

under some conditions, for instance changes in illumination, two images can hardly be 
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comparable. Edge filters to highlight the linear borders (Scambos et al., 1992) or the principal 

component analysis to extract the maximum diversity from spectral space (Dehecq et al., 2015) 

are examples of approaches to deal with this issue.  

Post-processing techniques commonly focus on output data quality improvement (Paul et al., 

2015). The most evident and oldest of them is filtering of pixels with too low correlation score 

which means that the displacement was technically estimated but is most probably wrong 

(Scambos et al., 1992). Nevertheless, other post-processing methods are emerging in order to 

detect and remove outliers (Skvarca et al., 2003), to statistically combine individual velocity maps 

into one time-average space-extended product (Fahnestock et al., 2015; Millan et al., 2019), to fill 

spatial and temporal gaps taking advantage of diversity in time intervals between acquisitions 

(Bontemps et al., 2018), or using regression approaches to reduce the raw datasets to corrected, 

ordered, and simplified time series (Derkacheva et al., 2020). Post-processing constitutes an 

essential base for construction of spatially-complete large-scale maps and temporally robust time-

series. 

 intensive and extensive implementation of existing tracking algorithms  

The era of Big Data, where tens of terabits of images are generated every day, requires 

automated approaches for the treatment of large amounts of data. This includes both the aspects 

of vast regional coverage involving many tiles and of multi-temporal coverage involving multiple 

observations for the same tile. Such processing should consider the entire front-to-end 

workflows, including the questions of data download, pre- and post-processing, outputs storage 

and manipulation (e.g. Gardner et al., 2019; Millan et al., 2019). Additionally, the criteria of 

computational efficiency and minimal user interaction are more and more addressed when 

workflows are designed.  

The simplest way to create a front-to-end workflow is to add the mentioned preceding and 

subsequent operations to a tracking algorithm with predefined fixed parameters, meaning that the 

same parametrization (chips size, correlation search distance, etc.) is used regardless of the image 

characteristics and/or geographical regions. It quickly became apparent that this did not provide 

optimal solutions when applied on a worldwide scale. Absence of parameters flexibility does not 

allow to deal successfully with site- or image-specific particularities, i.e. vast slow ice caps and 

narrow fast glaciers cannot be treated uniformly. This can lead to data gaps or inconsistencies 

persistently occurring over the same locations or at certain times (Fahnestock et al., 2015; 

Joughin et al., 2010; Millan et al., 2019; Rosenau et al., 2015). Currently, the more sophisticated 

implementations started to apply a flexible choice of parameters, which is adapted with respect to 

a geographical region or expected flow speed. Among other features for further development, an 

automatic choice of a better-suitable velocity-retrieval algorithm could be imagined (Heid and 

Kääb, 2012). 

 

Here, both mentioned axes of post-processing and massive implementation of algorithms 

are addressed. First, we made the front-to-end workflow for automatic processing based on 

feature-/speckle-tracking, suitable on a big data amount and across different ice-covered regions 

(Section 2.2.2). With it, we create the spatio-temporally extended velocity datasets on the selected 

case-study sites (Section 2.2.3).  After that, we investigate the question of time-series post-

processing to perform fusion of multi-sensor data and diminish uncertainties (Section 2.2.4).    
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2.2.2 Implementation of the ice velocity retrieval workflow 

2.2.2.1 Used sensors 

The satellite constellations of Landsat-8, Sentinel-1, and Sentinel-2 are used in this survey. 

Designed for continuous observation of the Earth, they have suitable temporal and spatial 

resolutions for ice velocity measurements in Greenland. Presently, these satellites provide the 

best opportunities in the segment of routinely and publicly accessible images. 

Landsat-8 (L8) (https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/landsat-8/landsat-8-overview) is an 

American Earth observation satellite launched on February 11, 2013 by USGS and NASA as a 

continuation of the Landsat program started in 1972. The Operational Land Imager (OLI) sensor 

acquires global moderate-resolution images in the visible and infrared parts of the spectrum 

between 82.7° north and south latitudes. Space resolution is 30m for the spectrum channels and 

15m for the panchromatic channel, which is used here for ice speed estimations. The satellite has 

a nominal revisit time (pass-by with the same looking geometry) of 16 days with 10:00 a.m. Mean 

Local Solar Time (MLST) of the descending orbit at equator. As toward the north the images 

footprints start to overlap on the borders, the same area in the middle latitude appears on images 

about twice as frequent, with local time deviating from MLST by several hours on side-looking 

acquisitions. Images are provided as orthorectified products by USGS, either in UTM or polar 

stereographic coordinates. 

Sentinel-2 a&b (S2) (https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-2) are twin 

optical satellites developed under the European Commission Copernicus Program and launched 

into orbit in 2015 and 2017 respectively by the European Space Agency (ESA). They have 

identical orbit settings and a 180° shift of the orbital position. They provide moderate-resolution 

multi-spectral images, close to those of Landsat-8. Images in 4 spectral bands (RGB+NIR) are 

provided with 10 m resolution, and some additional spectral channels have 20 m or 60 m 

resolution. For the ice speed estimation, we use the green channel. Each of the Sentinel-2 

satellites have a nominal revisit time of 10 days, but together the nominal cycle improves to 5 

days. The real frequency of a middle-latitude area acquisition is about 2-3 days.  The descending 

orbit MLST is 10:30 a.m. at the equator. The products are delivered to final users as 

orthorectified images in UTM projection. 

Sentinel-1 a&b (S1) (https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1) are twin 

right-looking С-band synthetic aperture radars (SAR) observing with an incidence angle ranging 

from 29° to 46°. Sentinel-1a was launched for the Copernicus Program by ESA in 2014, and was 

joined in the same orbit by Sentinel-1b in 2016. Nominal S1 revisit time is 12 days and 6 days for 

the constellation, with ascending orbit MSLT 6:00 p.m. on the equator. Acquisitions over land 

that we use are made with the interferometric wide swath mode (IW). We are preprocessing and 

mosaicking the IW bursts to form a single-look image with a ground resolution of about 15 m in 

azimuth and 8 m in slant-range directions. It should be noted that IW-mode does not operate 

over the entire globe (https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/observation-

scenario). Following the recommendations by the international Polar Space Task Group, 

Sentinel-1 has been acquiring data continuously since June 2015 across a set of six tracks that 

cover the coast of Greenland, including the lower parts of Russell, Upernavik and Petermann 

https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/landsat-8/landsat-8-overview
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-2
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/observation-scenario
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/observation-scenario
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basins. In recent years, the interior part of the ice sheet is under continuous survey as well, 

however, the ice margin still receives more data. 

 

2.2.2.2 Automated velocity-tracking workflow 

We use feature-tracking algorithm with Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) metrics to 

retrieve the ice surface velocity. It is based on the implementation under Fortran-90 in the 

ROI_PAC package called AMPCOR (Rosen et al., 2004) which is now wrapped into a Python 

environment to maintain both efficiency and flexibility with the rest of the workflow. The 

Fortran-90 code calculates a standardized cross correlation map between the reference and slave 

chips, while the Python environment manages chips extraction. This allows to define adaptively 

processing parameters (window size, search distance, etc.), to define the mask of the areas of 

interest or to provide an initial guess of the surface displacements. Other python routines are 

then used to filter the correlation noise, and convert displacement to the speed units.  

 To deal with the big volumes of imagery in a routine automated way, a workflow was 

created at the facilities of the Grenoble Alpes University high performance computing center 

(GRICAD – Grenoble Alpes Recherche/Infrastructure de Calcul Intensif et de Données). The 

system searches for the metadata of all existing images for the requested region, filters it by 

cloudiness, matches the pairs for a required revisit time, launches the tracking algorithm, 

translates the output into a required projection, filters outliers and calibrates the results against 

the ground control points or areas. No human intervention is required during the processing, 

which allows for processing of hundreds of images per week. An expanded description of the 

adopted processing can be found (Millan et al., 2019) where the same workflow with adapted 

cross-correlation's parameters is applied on the mountain glaciers. Below is a detailed description 

of the workflow specifically used for this thesis focusing on Greenlandic glaciers. 

At the first step, all images from the requested time period in the regions of interest are 

listed based on the data archives (ESA, NASA or Google). While we set a goal to process as 

much data as possible, only images with cloud cover below a user-defined threshold are 

considered. At first, we defined this threshold at 60% for all 3 regions considered, and then 

increased it to 90% on the Russell sector to gain more data for this slowly-moving sector and 

thereby increase quantity of successfully-derived measurements. On the next step, the listed 

images are matched with the requested time intervals to form all possible pairs for cross-

correlation processing. Despite multiple track overlapping in high latitudes, we match only the 

images from the same orbits, to ensure the minimization of stereo-effect induced errors (Kääb et 

al., 2016; Paul et al., 2017). As this study focuses on the seasonal dynamics, longtime intervals are 

not useful and a period of one month was defined as a reasonable maximum. Thus, the used 

revisit times are 16 to 32 days for L8, 5 to 30 days for S2, 6 to 12 days for S1 (a few 24-day results 

were taken from the archives previously processed by J. Mouginot on the Russell sector, but this 

interval finally was not a part of the massive processing done here). 

Cross-correlation is performed for each of the image pairs. For optical sensors, we use the 

32×32-pixel (320×320-m for S2 and 480×480-m for L8) master and slave chips, 10-pix step of 

master chips sampling, and 4 pixel searching distance. For radar Sentinel-1 images, these 

parameters are 192×48-pixel (about 750×700-m) chips and 32×8-pixel searching distance. To 
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perform the initial placement of master and slave chips of optical images, a supporting "first-

guess" map from mean multi-annual velocity maps (Mouginot et al., 2017) is used. This helps to 

increase the number of successfully correlated chips in fast-flowing regions without enlargement 

of the correlation-search area. Indeed, the maximum surface displacement which can be tracked 

with 4-pix offset on S2 image (10 m/pix resolution) would be only about 500 m/yr for a 30-days 

repeat cycle and about 3 km/yr for the shortest 5-days cycle. Without a first-guess map, we 

would not have been able to track the velocity near the North and Central Upernavik Isstrøm 

fronts, which moves at about 4-5 km/yr.  

The resulting maps of surface displacement in pixel metrics and image-native geometry 

undergo calibration, filtering and translation to metric units and required geographical projection. 

The calibration step should remove the possible geometric distortions or geolocation errors; the 

corresponding bias is estimated over a stable ground or previous ice velocity mapping (Mouginot 

et al., 2017). Filtering is done using a 9×9-pixel median filter, which removes outliers above a 

2-pixel threshold. Finally, the displacement is translated into vx, vy velocity maps in m/yr, using 

the Polar Stereographic projection (EPSG:3413).  

 

2.2.2.3 Uncertainties assignment 

Uncertainties in the ice velocity maps are usually estimated using a stable ground. 

According to the estimation of other studies, uncertainties for the nominal sensor repeat cycle 

should be about ±50 m/yr, ±40 m/yr, and ±20 m/yr for L8 (16 days), S2 (10 days), and S1 (12 

days) satellites, respectively (Joughin et al., 2018a; Millan et al., 2019; Mouginot et al., 2017). 

In our case, we have defined a theoretical uncertainty for each sensor and time interval by 

assuming that our correlation algorithm has an accuracy of about 0.1 pixel (Table 1). Thereby, 

error is      (                    )       . We use a unique value of 0.1 for all sensors, 

despite the fact that the real AMPCOR accuracy varies slightly between sensors  and cycles 

(Millan et al., 2019). These values do not represent the real errors for each sensor or time interval 

but give a good overview of the typical noise that can be expected for each sensor and each cycle. 

Herewith, we expect that any georeferencing and geometrical problems are corrected by the 

calibration step. A better approach would be to take into account the other potential sources of 

errors mentioned in Section 2.2.1, but it remains difficult to setup for large-scale processing.  

Table 1 Velocity estimation uncertainties assuming error in tracking of 0.1 pixel (two 
values are given for Sentinel-1 as it has non-squared native pixels). 

Sentinel-1, 8×15 m/pix    
   

cycle, days 6 12 
    

error, m/yr 49×91 24×46 
    

Sentinel-2, 10×10 m/pix 
      

cycle, days 5 10 15 20 25 30 

error, m/yr 73 37 24 18 15 12 
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Landsat-8, 15×15 m/pix 
      

cycle, days 16 32 
    

error, m/yr 34 17 
    

 

2.2.2.4 Data fusion and geo-database 

As we use three different sensors that have various parameters of spatial and temporal 

resolution, the outcoming velocity maps are also heterogeneous in precision and revisit times 

along which the average velocity is estimated. To store the speed data in a unified way, the 

following solution has been implemented.  

All processed maps regardless of the initial resolution are resampled to 150 m/pix without 

any spatial smoothing or averaging, and regrided on the common pixel grid. Each of them is 

added into a NetCDF file (cube) as an independent layer containing two maps of vx and vy velocity 

components with some associated metadata (dates of source images acquisition, time span, speed 

error, etc.). A number of such uniformly organized NetCDF files cover the entire region with a 

fixed grid, overlapping the neighboring cubes by 5 pixels for the spatial continuity of calculations 

(see below Fig.2 in Derkacheva et al., 2020, Section 2.2.4). This structure is easily compatible for 

matrix- or pixel-per-pixel based calculations, prevents too large files of varying spatial cover, and 

allows for an easy access to the data by spatial, temporal or source queries.  

A Python module was developed to generate and manipulate these NetCDF cubes. It 

covers the functions of I/O operations, data management, query selection, visualization, and 

post-processing. While a number of NetCDF-oriented libraries already exist, including those 

oriented on the georeferenced data and capable to manage the temporal dimension, one 

particularity limits their application on our database: we have a description of the temporal 

dimension not as a precise moment or date but as a time interval of variable length, defined by 

two dates of master and slave images acquisition. 
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2.2.3 Overview of the obtained database 

 

Figure 20 Example of an ice velocity time-series from our database for a location on 
Petermann Gletscher. The points are plotted in the center of master/slave images 

acquisition interval. 

 

2.2.3.1 Data quantity 

To create our velocity database, we focus on the period from 2015 to 2019. Thanks to 

three satellite constellations in use, more than several hundred velocity maps per year can be 

easily obtained in these regions, resolving well the seasonal-scale behavior of the glaciers flow 

velocity. The joint usage of optical and radar imagery ensures that the sites are continuously 

surveyed over the entire year (Figure 20).  

In total, more than 50 000 image pairs were processed on the Russell, Upernavik, and 

Petermann sites. Nevertheless, the real average number of successfully derived velocity data per 

pixel is lower than the number of processed images and is highly uneven in time and space 

between the glaciers and across the same glacier. We show this with the year 2018 as an example 

by plotting the number of measurements obtained per pixel for each sensor and for 2 periods of 

6 months centered on summer or winter. For the Russell sector this is Fig.3 from Derkacheva et 

al. (2020) located below in Section 2.2.4. The similar maps for Petermann Gletscher and 

Upernavik Isstrom are in Figure 21 and Figure 22, correspondingly. 

The observed high variability in the measurement density comes from the points discussed 

previously: 

 availability of the source imagery which is directly defined by the number of images 

taken by a satellite; 

 suitability of source imagery for the processing (e.g. too much clouds); 

 rate of cross-correlation successes or fails, when the feature tracking algorithm is not 

able to match successfully the surface patterns. 

The availability of source imagery on the same glacier varies from winter to summer, 

mainly according to the specificity of the sensors, and is clearly visible in all figures. For instance, 

the number of measurements and their spatial cover change dramatically between winter and 

summer for optical sensors (Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8). The effect of overlapping imaging 

footprints in the polar regions is also clearly visible when comparing the Upernavik and Peterman 
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sites. Petermann glacier gets on average a few times more data than Upernavik (remember, that 

cloud threshold on Russell was different than there). Thus, the Petermann ice shelf can be 

observed up to several times per day with S2 (from different orbits with varying MLST), while 

the Upernavik and Russell sites are observed only once every 2-3 days (Li and Chen, 2020).  

Regarding the suitability of source imagery for the processing, we can only estimate 

theoretically the influence of clouds on optical data. They are observed to appear without 

seasonal preferences but more frequently near the ice sheet margin (Van Tricht et al., 2016), 

which is our main area of interest. They are assumed to affect up to 40% of optical images done 

across our case-study glaciers (Li and Chen, 2020). In fact, the differences between the margins 

and the ice sheet interior in terms of measurement density are rather related to the success rate of 

correlations for different surfaces which is unambiguously lower on the featureless interior 

surfaces.  

We can also observe that more S1 measurements are obtained in winter than in summer, 

which is due not only to the surface melting conditions that strongly affect the cross-correlation 

(Russell case, Figure 3 form the paper presented below), but also due to the planning of 

acquisitions that seem to be more spatially extensive in the winter half of year (Petermann and 

Upernavik cases, Figure 21 and Figure 22). 

In summary, sensor type, location (geographic location of a glacier or pixel position on a 

glacier) and seasons are the important factors responsible for the observed variability in coverage. 

For the large-scale and intra-annual observations, the optical and radar sensors are highly 

complementary, one being more efficient in summer and the other in winter. 

 

Figure 21 Upernavik Isstrøm: Number of successfully derived per pixel velocity 
measurements in 2018. Black contours are the basins of Northern, Central and Southern 

ice streams. White color indicates the absence of measurements.   
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Figure 22 Petermann Gletscher: Number of successfully derived per pixel velocity 
measurements in 2018. The black contour is the glacier basin and the grey contour the 

floating shelf. White color inside the glacier basin indicates the absence of 
measurements; no data cubes were considered outside the basin limit. 

 

2.2.3.2 Average precision and accuracy 

It appears that the number and type of sensors that can be used over the course of a year 

vary if continuous measurements are to be obtained. As previously established, each of these 

sensors obtains velocity fields with a different theoretical accuracy stored in the metadata of our 

velocity maps. Gathered together, the maps keep the heterogeneity of both their theoretical and 

real quality. Thus, the precision (or dispersion) of the obtained measurements will vary over time, 

which may be important to take into account in the data usage and further post-processing.  

In addition to the theoretical errors of each sensor presented above, here we take a look at 

the average dispersion of the measurements in different seasons. This dispersion seems to 

depend strongly on the locally-dominating sensor type (radar/optical) in combination with the 

surface conditions (i.e. season) and less on the dominating time span of velocity production. 

Thereby, we cannot address the issue by just filtering the presumably noisy velocity maps by 

metadata.      

In Figure 23, we show the dispersion (standard deviation) of the speed measurements made 

by Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 over 2 periods of 2 weeks. The periods of early May and early 

September have been defined to highlight the standard deviation variability for the periods when 

the changes in the surface texture/state are most significant. 
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Figure 23 Mean and standard deviation (STD) of ice velocity measurements derived with 

Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 for 2 periods from 01-05-2018 to 15-05-2018 (left half), and 
from 01-09-2018 to 15-09-2018 (right half). The black line is the ice margin and the ice-

free area is located on the left side of the maps. 

The bottom line of the figure shows the pixels' standard deviation (STD) along the 

temporal axis as an approximation of individual measurements precision. In early spring, the 

radar speed measurements have a lower dispersion than the optical ones with an average STD on 

the ice of 39 m/yr against 46 m/yr. Conversely, the radar data demonstrate a larger dispersion 

with a spotted pattern in autumn, with STD of 49 m/yr against only 19 m/yr for the optical 

dataset.  

Over these periods, Figure 23 also shows the median velocity (top panels), which should be 

identical between radar and optical datasets for similar periods and should always be zero on ice-

free areas. These ice-free areas are recommended (Paul et al., 2017) and commonly used (Berthier 

et al., 2005; Derkacheva et al., 2020; Heid and Kääb, 2012; Millan et al., 2019; Sattar et al., 2019; 

Strozzi et al., 2020) as an approximation of the measurement accuracy. At our test site, for both 

time intervals the radar measurements display a better value than the optical results: the mean 

speed is respectively 8-9 m/yr and 24-30 m/yr for the S1 and S2 datasets, while the STD stays 

around 7 m/yr for both sensors. At the same time, it appears in Figure 23-top that the radar 

velocity field from September seems much noisier over the ice than the ice-free area and 

compared to the optical dataset. Thus, we have to keep in mind that the velocity values found on 

the ice-free area are only partially representative of the quality of ice velocity. This 

representativeness changes over the seasons depending on imagery nature, which seems 

understandable as the surface “texture” evolution over time is very different between the two 

areas.  

According to our observations of the Russell sector, the average quality of our multi-sensor 

time-series degrades in spring and autumn compared to winter and summer seasons (Derkacheva 

et al., 2020, 2021). This implies that both radar and optical observations are strongly affected by 

rapid and pronounced changes of the ice surface that occurs during the periods by the transition 

between frozen and melting, and/or snow covered and bare ice. During winter, the SAR data are 
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the best source of measurements; in summer, they decorrelate more frequently than optical 

images due to the surface melting.    

 

2.2.3.3 Comparison with similar databases 

The closest public databases to our time-series are the GOLIVE 

https://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0710 (Fahnestock et al., 2015) and ITS_LIVE https://its-

live.jpl.nasa.gov/ (Gardner et al., 2018) archives. These are the worldwide long-term ice velocity 

databases using only the Landsat constellation, mainly L8 imagery. The latter is processed with 

many repeat cycles, including the 16 and 32-day cycles. Similar to our product, their surface 

displacement estimation is based on the normalized cross-correlation algorithms wrapped into a 

front-to-end automated workflow with the pre-/post-processing operations. 

Here, we choose to compare these results with ours on the Russell sector as the major part 

of this area is relatively slow with an average winter speed of the order of a hundred meters per 

year in winter time and twice as high at the summer speed-up maximum. Such velocity range 

means that the cross-correlation uncertainties of the shortest L8 span (see Table 1) correspond to 

a third of the regional mean winter speed, thereby the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively low.  

Figure 24 shows the time-series derived from all three databases for two selected locations 

(median value over 1500×1500 m area or 10×10 pixels in our cubes). Obviously, our time-series, 

represented by blue dots, has a much higher quantity of measurements, partly because we have 

combined three different sensors. Besides that, GOLIVE and ITS_LIVE do not seem to resolve 

properly the summer speed fluctuations on slowly-moving glaciers in the majority of compared 

years (Figure 24-a). For GOLIVE, the situation became better with a flow speed increase (Figure 

24-b, Fig.10 from Fahnestock et al., 2015). ITS_LIVE seems to capture more accurately the high 

summer velocity, but the number of measurements remains insufficient to observe clearly the full 

cycle of speed fluctuations (Figure 24-b). It can also be noted that on average, our Landsat-

derived observations are less noisy than GOLIVE or ITS_LIVE (Figure 24-c). It does not seem 

likely that our tracking algorithm is far better than those of Fahenstock et al. (2015) or Gardner et 

al. (2018). Presumably, we have included a calibration step in our processing pipeline that may 

not be part of the workflow from ITS_IVE or GOLIVE and allows for correcting or at least 

minimizing co-registration issues in Landsat-8.  Finally, our time-series does not have an 

observation gap in winter thanks to the radar sensor, while Landsat-alone datasets cannot track 

displacement at this time.  

This rapid comparison justifies the fact that the existing public archives do not seem 

adequate at capturing the seasonal flow fluctuation in Greenland and thereby cannot be used for 

the studding of these fluctuations.  

https://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0710
https://its-live.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://its-live.jpl.nasa.gov/
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Figure 24 Comparison between speed time series processed by this study, GOLIVE and 
ITS_LIVE for two selected locations in the Russell sector: (a) Insunnguata Sermia; (b) 
Ørkendalen Gletscher. (c) The extraction of (a) subpanel with only Landsat-8 derived 

measurements.  

 

2.2.3.4 Seasonal direction deviation 

In some specific regions, we noticed that our time-series are affected by an important 

seasonal deviation of ice flow direction. The effect manifests as a change of average flow 

direction of about +30° in spring and -30° in autumn compared to summer/winter (Figure 25). 

The deviation persists even in the biweekly averaged velocities constructed from all available 

measurements in 2015-2019 (Derkacheva et al., 2021). It seems very unlikely that these 

observations of flow direction fluctuations would actually be provoked by large changes of the 

glacier ice flow. In addition, it appears that this effect affects only the optical results, and the 

radar Sentinel-1 does not display such variability. Among our three case studies, it clearly affects 

the major part of the Russell sector which is mainly flowing along the east-west direction with the 

speed range of 50-250 m/yr and the slow flowing parts of Upernavik (outside of the main 

streams) which are also flowing along the east-west direction. However, it is not observed for 

Petermann Gletscher that flows along the south-north direction or for Upernavik's outlet glaciers 

which follow the east-west direction with a speed of more than 2 km/yr).  
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Figure 25 Direction deviation between a multi-annual database average and the radar 
Sentinel-1 or optical Sentinel-2 data in spring or autumn. Right: the average flow 

direction.  

The origin of the problem could be in our processing workflow. For instance, radar and 

optical images are processed in their proper geometry and the derived maps are retranslated later 

into the required projection, which is accompanied by affine transformation of the velocity 

vectors. To verify this idea, the comparison with externally-processed optical databases is 

necessary. As we demonstrated in Section 2.2.3.3, there are no suitable sources for a proper 

comparison. Another possible reason for this issue could be the optical/radar nature of the data 

and the sensitivity of our tracking algorithm to the changing illumination geometry due to 

different solar elevation between the master and the slave images. We assume this assumption to 

be correct and demonstrate below how it may work.  

To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies mentioning this kind of remote-

sensing observations of the seasonal flow direction deviation in the literature. Only once, a 

theoretical remark was  done without actual observations of this effect (Berthier et al., 2005). 

There could be two reasons why this effect is not mentioned in the literature: first, ice velocity 

datasets that resolve seasonal time-scale have just started to appear; second and even more 

important, specific ice flow conditions are required. As shown in Figure 25, the problem appears 

in spring and autumn in the optical measurements for areas with a relatively slow speed range 

(<100m/yr) and a dominant east-west flow orientation. At the same time, it is absent for all time 

and all regions in the radar velocity maps examined alone. Remember, that optical data dominate 

in our multi-sensor database in all seasons except winter, that is why the issue is observed even in 

all-data biweekly averaged maps. 
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The optical data are sensitive to the sun illumination geometry that defines the brightness 

distribution as well as the shadow locations and lengths. Thanks to this it is possible to derive the 

surface topography using photoclinometry methods from a single image for the surface 

displaying a homogeneous albedo (Dulova et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2019). As the sun elevation 

changes through the year, the surface illumination and the shadows can drift between the master 

and slave images, which may impact the estimation of the ice velocity. Such drift is assumed to 

happen along the South-North axis and to be relatively minor, but enough to influence vy velocity 

component when it is close to zero and vx component is also moderate. Depending on the time 

of year, the sun would be rising or falling between the master or slave images and so the 

displacements vy  in spring and autumn would go in opposite directions and symmetrically around 

the "true" value. Thus, the Sentinel-2 velocity maps (Figure 25) show the deviation from the 

mean vy speed of about +50 m/yr and -40 m/yr in early spring and late autumn, respectively, 

while vy derived from SAR always stays around +10 m/yr. 

Figure 26 illustrates how the hypothesized mechanism would work. Note that even if the 

size of individual shadows is typically below the image resolution, the overall illumination of the 

surface changes, and this could be intensified by a local surface slope or crevasses geometry 

(Konig et al., 2001). The tracking algorithm "connects" similar features/patterns in the images 

from two consecutive dates d1 and d2 (master and slave images) with a velocity vector v. As the 

length l of a shadow depends on the date, it will differ at d1 and d2. Thus, supposing a flow 

exactly along the east-west direction, the vector v will include a north-south component equal to 

l=l(d1) – l(d2), which corresponds to a flow direction deviation αv. In the northern hemisphere, 

this implies a deviation αv towards the south in spring and towards the north in autumn; the 

relatively "true" flow direction can be observed around the winter and summer solstices due to 

the minimum sun elevation change over time.  

 

 

Figure 26 Scheme of the measured flow direction deviation induced by sun elevation 
change and shadows displacement from master to slave images. Sun ascent (left) and 

descent (right) cases.   

To estimate the possible range of deviation induced by this mechanism, we compute the 

amplitude of this effect on a synthetic case at the Russell site latitude, for Sentinel-2 images taken 

on April 1st (d1) and 10th (d2) at 10 a.m., of a glacier flowing at 150 m/yr exactly along the east-

west direction. Between these two dates, the sun elevation changes from 22.75° to 26.21°. For an 

isolated 1-m bump at a flat surface, l will therefore differ by 0.35 cm between d1 and d2 

(equivalent to a speed of 12.7 m/yr), which corresponds to a deviation αv of about 4° of the 

“measured” velocity. For an object or a surface undulation 3 m high, l would exceed 1 m and αv 
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becomes about 13°. For a 5-m hill, the shadow length changes from 9 to 12 m, becomes 

comparable with S2 pixel size, and the αv is 33° (or 12° between 1st to 20th April for the same 

conditions). It is worth noting that the deviation generated by similar conditions but in June-July 

would only be about 1-2°. Taking into account that a real glacier’s surface is multi-bumpy, 

cracked, and inclined, even more significant influence of the shadow displacements can be 

expected over the favorable east-west oriented slopes, and the amplitude and direction of the 

deviations observed on the Russell sector correspond well with those theoretical values (Figure 

25). 

For the demonstrated Russell sector example, the resulting error in the velocity magnitude 

is estimated to be several times smaller than the other source errors in the final data and therefore 

can be neglected. Nevertheless, we have thought about the ways to correct this issue that affects 

the optical datasets. The ways to properly deal with it are not so trivial as they would include in 

an extreme case the image radiometric correction for light scattering on small-scale topography 

features. One of the easiest ways would be to assume that the flow does not change in direction 

over a year and use only the magnitude, imposing the flow direction found during the period 

when the effect is minimal. Such an approach would be suitable for the majority of glaciers if the 

flow direction does not change naturally over time.    

It is important to highlight that, although the conditions required for direction deviation 

seem to be very specific, vast areas in Greenland could meet them and be affected by this bias. 

Indeed, many glaciers on the Western flank have the east-west orientation of flow and, being 

land-terminating like Russell, move with an average speed of one to two hundred meters per year. 

With the increasing number of the similar seasonal-scale datasets, the described issue should be 

carefully addressed. 

 

2.2.4 Post-processing of dense ice velocity time-series 

We demonstrated above that our multi-sensor multi-cycle database integrates together a 

large amount of velocity measurements where the seasonal signal is clearly visible even for slow 

moving regions. Usually, for a given location, a large and frequent number of measurements are 

available closely in time. At the same time, the uncertainty of individual observations remains 

significant and varies depending on the sensor or the considered repeat cycle. They are higher for 

the shorter time spans which are more useful to resolve the rapid flow speed fluctuations, and 

became significantly large compared to the speed magnitude in the slowly-moving regions. 

Taking advantage of the frequent sampling, it is possible to develop post-processing methods 

that can be used to significantly increase the quality of signal presented in our ice velocity time-

series. Thereby, we tested, validated and applied post-processing algorithms on the "raw" velocity 

observations before moving towards their analysis.  

The detailed study of several tested post-processing methods, their performance regarding 

our goal of investigating the seasonal-scale ice flow dynamics, and the quality estimation of the 

final post-processed time-series was published in Derkacheva et al. (2020). This paper is 

presented below.  
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2.2.5 Summary  

Reliable and extensive observation data are required to conduct investigations on the 

processes controlling the ice flow. While the long-term ice velocity databases representing the 

interannual variability of ice flow have been widely established, it remains difficult to observe the 

short variability (seasonal) of glaciers on a large scale.  

We show here that by combining multiple satellites with different sensing approaches, we 

can reconstruct accurately the seasonal dynamics of ice flow over large regions, even across 

relatively slowly moving ice margins. 

To do so, we designed an automated processing pipeline to track the displacement of ice in 

a large number of observations and created a geo-database allowing for an easy consistent 

fusion/combination of these observations. We applied this process to 3 specific regions in 

Greenland. We discussed the associated errors and limitations that affect each sensor and showed 

that this large dataset provides frequent estimations of the ice dynamics but is relatively noisy for 

the regions of ice flow where speeds are slower than a few hundred meters per year.  

We then investigated different methodologies to post-process the ensemble of available 

data with a goal of reducing the initial measurements to a filtered, ordered, and simplified form. 

If all methods improve the seasonal signal, we found that using linear non-parametric local 

regression (LOWESS) provides the best result compared to rolling mean and cubic spline 

regression. While other methodologies can indeed be envisioned to continue to improve post-

processing, this result still shows that post-processing methodologies are now needed to handle 

the large amount of observations that are nowadays acquired and order it in a meaningful way, 

but also that these methodologies can improve the retrieved signal. 

In the following sections, we demonstrate the capability of the final post-processed time-

series to support the investigation of processes driving the glacier speed fluctuations on the 

examples of our case-study regions. In Section 2.3 we do that by means of time-series description 

and analysis, while in the Chapter 3 these data are used to launch the numerical model. 
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2.3 Seasonal variations in surface speed on 

selected glacier in 2015-2019 

As shown in the previous section, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-1 and Landsat-8 data allow us to 

resolve the seasonal velocity fluctuations between 2015 and 2019 with a temporal resolution of 

about 2 weeks. In this section, the obtained velocity dynamics are described by considering both 

the "typical" seasonal behavior of our case studies, as well as the deviations from it. Herewith, for 

each glacier, we discuss the possible drivers and physical mechanisms causing the observed 

velocity variations. All presented speed data have been post-processed using the LOWESS 

regression methods described in the previous part of the chapter, and aggregated over 1 week for 

the time-series near the ice front and over 2 weeks for inland-extended profiles. When we refer to 

the interannual mean winter speed (MWS), it corresponds to the 5-year mean of the velocity 

fields derived for January, February and Mars.   

     

2.3.1 Russell sector 

The Russell sector is a well-studied area with many velocity observations conducted with 

both GPS and aerospace solutions. Up to now, details of the seasonal dynamics, like the inland 

propagation of the acceleration or the velocity double peaks, have only been observed in high-

frequency but local GPS records. Thanks to our velocity dataset, merging spatial extension with 

high frequency and accuracy, we provide here some insights of the spatial distribution of such 

features. 

2.3.1.1 Observed seasonal variations of the ice speed 

Figure 27, Figure 28, and Figure 29 present the observations of the ice surface velocity on 

Insunnguata Sermia, Russell Gletscher, and Ørkendalen Gletscher, respectively. While the first 

two experience similar dynamics, the latter demonstrates an example of outstanding behavior.  

Insunnguata Sermia and Russell Gletscher have a common upstream area and 

independent downstream ice tongues which flow following predefined valleys of the subglacial 

topography. They show relatively close speeds with MWS of hundred meters per year, and they 

show a similar seasonal behavior.  

Ice speed increases quickly from mid-spring, depending on the site altitude. We observe a 

gradual inland propagation of acceleration onset, with a typical delay of about one month 

between the fronts and sites 30 km inland (Figure 27-b, Figure 28-b: time delay of the top border 

of reddish-colored patches). By late June to early July, ice velocity reaches its maximum, almost 

doubling compared to MWS across a vast area (+75-100 %, on average). The typical 

development of speedup in this sector, like Russell Gletscher experiences (Figure 28-a), consists 

of an acceleration immediately followed by deceleration; thus, a single speed maximum is 

observed. Herewith, the peaks with a longer duration or relatively pronounced double-peaks are 
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present across several localized areas (Figure 27-a, blue and orange curves). As for the 

acceleration, deceleration starts from the ice margin in mid-summer and progressively propagates 

inland during almost two months (Figure 27-b, Figure 28-b). Contradictory to the acceleration 

onset “wave”, it spreads at a slower pace and on a shorter distance of about 10 km, which 

corresponds to the length of the glaciers’ tongues. The speed deceleration stops in late 

September/early October with values that are equal or slightly lower than before the spring 

acceleration. In other words, the autumn speed (right after the end of the melt season) 

corresponds to the slowest speed observed over a year for the majority of the sector. Then 

gradual winter acceleration takes place until the next spring. 

These patterns are well observed in our data up to 50-55 km inland from the Insunnguata 

Sermia and Russell Gletscher fronts. While some relevant variations are discernible from year to 

year even further inland up to the end of our profiles, neither their recurrence nor their signal-to-

noise ratio allows us to confirm unambiguously the existence of the same behavior. 

 

Figure 27 Insunnguata Sermia surface velocities: (a) time-series at selected locations; 
(b) heat map showing ice speed changes relative to the interannual mean winter speed 

(MWS) along profile; (c) multiyear mean ice velocity from Mouginot et al. (2017) showing 
the point locations and profile used in (a) and (b).  
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Figure 28 Russell Gletscher surface velocities: (a) time-series at selected locations; (b) 
heat map showing ice speed changes relative to the interannual mean winter speed 

(MWS) along profile; (c) multiyear mean ice velocity from Mouginot et al. (2017) showing 
the point locations and profile used in (a) and (b). 

Ørkendalen Gletscher is located in a more complex topographical setting than Russell 

Gletscher and Insunnguata Sermia. From about 30 to 10 km upstream from the front, the glacier 

follows a subglacial depression, and at ~7 km from the front the ice has to overpass a 

topographical ridge, which is 200-300 m higher than the depression. At the ridge, the ice flows at 

320-350 m/yr in winter, or about 3 to 4 times faster than elsewhere in this sector, and 

demonstrates the seasonal flow behavior differing from the rest of the sector area. The upper 

region’s speed range and behavior are relatively similar to the other two glaciers at the equal 

distance from the fronts.  

On the area close to the ridge, we observe that speed changes significantly during winter 

from about 270 m/yr at the end of the melt season to 350 m/yr at the onset of the next melt 

season, which corresponds to an increase of about +30% (Figure 29-a, blue curve). After a 

relatively calm pace in winter, the speed starts to rise more rapidly after the onset of the melt 

season as observed for other areas, but the maximum (around 430 m/yr) occurs a few weeks 

earlier compared to them. The deceleration that follows is very quick and pronounced, thus the 

flow velocity reaches a clear minimum at the end of the melt season around late September.  

Much further upstream the ridge, Ørkendalen Gletscher experiences a "classical" single-

peak speedup (Figure 29-a, green curve). The acceleration starts in mid- or late spring after a 

relatively stable winter time, reaches its maximum of about +75% to +100% from MWS around 

late June or early July, and ends slightly below the end-winter velocity level in late September. 
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Like for Russell Gletscher and Insunnguata Sermia, the gradual in space and time inland 

propagation of speed-up onset and end is observed on this glacier (Figure 29-b: time delay of the 

top and bottom borders of reddish-colored parches). The difference is that they are heading not 

from the front, but are related to two major topographical features along the profile. Thus, the 

acceleration launches almost simultaneously in the topographical depression (~10 to 27 km on 

the Figure 29-b), but its onset happens progressively over the distance further on the plateau. 

This is especially well seen in the spring of 2016. In turn, the gradual propagation of the 

deceleration phase end is noticeable only behind the ridge along 10 to 25 km, which roughly 

corresponds to the stretch of the topographical depression, while further inland this happens 

more or less simultaneously.  

 

Figure 29 Ørkendalen Gletscher surface velocities: (a) Time-series of ice velocity on 
selected point locations; (b) heat map along profile showing the ice speed changes 

relative to interannual mean winter speed (MWS); (c) multiyear-mean ice velocity map 
showing the location points and profile used in (a) and (b), (Mouginot et al., 2017). 

While intra-annual variability on all three glaciers is relatively stable (i.e. a similar seasonal 

behavior is observed each year), we do observe interannual changes. Thus, the vast majority of 

the inland areas experience a gradual increase in the speedup maximum. This is particularly well 

seen at 20-30 km from the glaciers' fronts (green curves on all "a" subplots).  The average state of 

the flow in winter experiences a high variability as well, but without a uniform trend. For 

instance, we observe in the whole sector that the speed during the winter of 2016-2017 was 

particularly low compared to other winters, while in the next winter it was larger than the average. 

Generalizing, it seems that the winter speed is determined by the speed minimum reached at the 
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end of the melt season. The rate of sometimes occurring "excessive" deceleration below the pre-

speedup state seems to be proportional to the acceleration magnitude. Indeed, the summers of 

2016 and 2019 had a greater and more widespread acceleration of flow. This would suggest that 

not only the summer velocity is regulated by a physical driver which causes the accelerations, but 

the winter velocity depends on it as well, being influenced indirectly through the extent, duration 

and magnitude of the summer speedup. 

 

2.3.1.2 Physical drivers of the seasonal dynamics 

 The Russell velocity fluctuations are commonly attributed to the production of surface 

water which infiltrates to the bed and causes a basal water pressure rise (Fitzpatrick et al., 2013; 

de Fleurian et al., 2016; Joughin et al., 2008b; Lemos et al., 2018b; Palmer et al., 2011). As it was 

described in Section 1.3.4, the current understanding of the subglacial hydrology system suggests 

that a rapid and important influx of water to the bed cannot be instantaneously accommodated 

by the subglacial drainage system, hence the water pressure raises facilitating the glacier motion; 

later increased drainage efficiency leads to a lowering in water pressure and, therefore, to the  

glacier deceleration (Davison et al., 2019; Nienow et al., 2017). This means that a glacier should 

respond by acceleration slightly after the melt onset and have a velocity peak not later than the 

maximum of the melting rate plus some infiltration-time delay.   

To test this relationship in our time-series, we compared our speed observations with the 

surface water runoff simulated with the Regional Atmospheric Model (MAR v.3.1, 

https://mar.cnrs.fr/, Fettweis et al., 2020). Figure 30 illustrates both factors at a selected 

Insunnguata Sermia location that shows an extended double-peak speedup maximum. The 

comparison suggests that the physical mechanism proposed to explain the seasonal fluctuations 

fits well the speed observations presented above.  

The timing of the speed acceleration corresponds closely to the onset of the melt season. 

This is also observed over the entire domain when the data fields are compared, thus the 

mentioned gradual propagation of speedup toward inland reflects the progression of surface melt 

at a higher altitude through the warm season. The speed deceleration usually starts before the 

maximum in runoff is reached, suggesting that the drainage system becomes highly efficient while 

the melt is still increasing. This also explains why the deceleration starts at the front and 

propagates latter towards upstream, which is contradictory to the expected direction of the cold 

season propagation: downstream, the hydrological system development starts earlier and happens 

more actively as the total water amount includes the runoff from the entire upstream basin. We 

also suggest that the velocity can stay elevated for some time, forming an extended or multi-peak 

speedup maximum, when the local routing capacity of the hydrological system is close to the 

incoming water flux, thus no rapid water pressure drop happens on the surrounding area.   

Minimum speeds are reached at the end of the melt season, while the drainage system 

might still be efficient but the water input to the bed is minimal. Slow acceleration over winter is 

related to the transition from efficient to inefficient system during this period allowing for the 

water pressure to rise progressively. With this concept, the interannual variability in the mean 

winter speed is well explained by the intensity of the preceding melt season. In the years of more 

intense than usually melting, the subglacial drainage system becomes more developed than in the 
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“regular” years; less regions stay non-connected to the common network, which would allow 

them  to keep an elevated pressure, and so the average regional basal drag increases more 

significantly resulting in a slower winter speed. This would correspond to the observations made 

by Tedstone et al. (2015) or Williams et al. (2020) that show inverse trends between runoff and 

annual mean speed.  

In Section 3.2 we will come back to these velocity observations and investigate deeper the 

processes linking the surface runoff and speed dynamics using the numerical modelling. 

 

Figure 30 Satellite-derived ice surface velocity and the MAR modelled surface water 
runoff on the Insunnguata Sermia (blue point from Figure 27-c). 

 

2.3.2 Petermann 

Petermann Gletscher is a floating tidewater glacier located in the northern sector of 

Greenland. It is known for its high-amplitude seasonal speed fluctuations in the lower part of the 

basin. Our mean winter speeds, as well as the summer acceleration rate at the grounding line, fit 

well with those provided by previous studies (Hill et al., 2018; Lemos et al., 2018a; Nick et al., 

2012; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006). However, to our knowledge, no local time-series or maps 

with sufficient spatial and time resolutions to thoroughly discuss the seasonal dynamics of the ice 

flow have been published.   

2.3.2.1 Observed seasonal dynamics of the ice speed 

The mean observed winter speed is roughly about 1000-1200 m/yr at the grounding line 

which is the fastest zone over the grounded basin areas (Figure 31-a). Such a broad range of 

speed magnitude is due to the asymmetric subglacial topography with a pronounced narrow 

valley on the orographically-right side (Bamber et al., 2013), which leads to the displacement of 

the flowline with the maximum speed closer to the right border of the glacier tongue. In the 

grounded part, the MWS decreases gradually and relatively slowly to about 1000, 800 and 400 

m/yr at the 10th, 20th and 40th km upstream from the GL, respectively. 

During the summer months, a short and abrupt speedup takes place during 4-5 weeks 

(Figure 31-a, b), starting in late June and ending just before August. At the GL, the ice velocity 

increases evenly until mid-July to about 1400 m/yr, or +15 % above MWS, and slows down 

roughly to the winter state at the same even rate. A similar behavior is observed up to about 50 

km from the GL (corresponding to a distance of about 100 km along the profile shown in Figure 

31-b), and might continue further upstream, but our time-series become too noisy to resolve it 
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unambiguously. The relative amplitude of the acceleration shrinks with the distance from the GL; 

we observe a speedup of only +10 % and +5 % (+100 m/yr and +50 m/yr), 10 and 20 km 

upstream of the GL, respectively.   

It can be noted in the presented time-series that the absolute speed range and dynamic 

behavior of the floating shelf mimic those of the grounded ice near the GL. The accelerations 

and decelerations happening on the GL propagate immediately onto the entire shelf up to the 

end. The tiny excess of absolute values towards the front can also be noted in the time-series 

(Figure 31-a), which is the effect of ice longitudinal stretching (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).  

The spatio-temporal propagation of the acceleration onset from the GL over the grounded 

ice can be noted in this region during several years at the first 20-30 km (Figure 31-b). Despite 

the temporal resolution of our time-series and a short speedup duration, we can estimate that the 

inner zone experiences a speed-up onset 2-4 weeks after the grounding line's surrounding.  

 

Figure 31 Petermann glacier surface velocities: (a) time-series at selected locations; (b) 

heat map showing ice speed changes relative to the interannual mean winter speed 
(MWS) along profile; (c) multiyear mean ice velocity from Mouginot et al. (2017) showing 

the point locations and profile used in (a) and (b). 

Our dataset clearly reveals an interannual increase in winter speed during the considered 5 

years. The mean annual acceleration rate is about +30 m/y near the GL (or +3%), similar to 

what was observed by Mouginot et al. (2019) in the annually-averaged data (Figure 31-a, -b). At 

the same time, except the summer of 2019, the average speedup amplitude is shrinking. 
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2.3.2.2 Physical drivers of the seasonal dynamics 

Many of the Greenlandic marine-terminating glaciers have regular seasonal speed variations 

(Ahlstrøm et al., 2013; Hoffman et al., 2016; Howat et al., 2010; Vijay et al., 2019). Among them, 

there are those with a similar velocity range and temporal occurrence of changes as observed on 

Petermann: a single-peak pronounced acceleration of several hundred  meters per year takes place 

in summer after the melt onset, while the rest of the year there is a stable speed magnitude 

(Moon et al., 2014; Vijay et al., 2019). On these glaciers, such a seasonal acceleration usually does 

not coincide with a displacement of the ice front; instead, the infiltration of the surface runoff to 

the bed is assumed to be the main speedup driver (Moon et al., 2014). 

The winter and summer velocity ranges observed at Petermann in our dataset correspond 

well to those measured earlier (Ahlstrøm et al., 2013; Hill et al., 2018; Lemos et al., 2018a) 

meaning that the glacier dynamics has been relatively stable over the past decades. There were no 

fluctuations in the speed except for regular summer speedups during the 5 years of our 

observations;  so, it seems reasonable to expect that the major control of summer acceleration is 

the melt water input to the bed, as some authors proposed based on the previous observations 

(Lemos et al., 2018a; Nick et al., 2012; Vijay et al., 2019). Note that in the surveyed time there 

was no seasonal variation of the ice front; however, it has gradually and evenly advanced, 

regardless of the season, seemingly without any back influence on the glacier speed. The absence 

of relation between the front position and speed here is explained by the low lateral friction 

offered by the sides of the terminus shelf section into the total forces balance (Hill et al., 2018; 

Lemos et al., 2018a; Nick et al., 2012). The small thickness of the terminus section, apparently 

responsible for the low drag, results from the intense submarine melt under the shelf (Hogg et al., 

2016; Nick et al., 2012). 

To verify the proposed hypothesis, we overlapped our speed time-series with the surface 

water runoff derived from the MAR climate model. A very good agreement between both fields 

was found (Figure 32). The start and end of the melt seasons coincide exactly with the start and 

end of the summer speedups. We can also assume that the drainage system has no time to 

develop much before the end of the melt season, as no summer-end slowdown compared to 

MWS happens and the velocity peak matches closely with the runoff maximum instead of getting 

ahead of it. Additionally, the amplitudes of the accelerations seem to correlate well with the 

intensity of the runoff, a lower runoff usually corresponding to a lower speedup. Thus, in 2017 

and 2018, both the maximum runoff and speedup amplitude decreased, by about 15% and 40% 

respectively, compared to 2015 and 2016.   

The speed variations on the ice shelf are driven by the dynamics occurring near the GL, as 

floating ice does not experience a basal drag. In turn, the weak lateral drag allows for the 

immediate and amplitude-lossless propagation of speed changes for the entire length of the shelf. 
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Figure 32 Satellite-derived ice surface velocity and the MAR modelled surface water 
runoff on the Petermann Gletscher near the front (orange point in Figure 31-c). 

As the submarine melt intensifies in summer under the shelf (Washam et al., 2019), it could 

also be envisaged that the seasonal displacement of the grounding line would influence seasonal 

changes in speed as proposed for other glaciers (Beckmann et al., 2019; Katz and Worster, 2010; 

Miles et al., 2020). To our knowledge, there is no evaluation of the rate of GL displacement that 

would be necessary to cause the observed variability of ±200 m/yr. J. Mouginot has derived 35 

grounding line positions from interferometry data for the year 2017. The positions have been 

determined before and after the melt season (15 in winter, 12 in spring and 8 in autumn). We 

found GL displacements of ±3-4 km in the subglacial channel and ±1-1.5 km outside, but with 

no seasonal patterns, fluctuations being larger within the individual months than from April to 

October. Regarding the good agreement of the speed fluctuations with the runoff we thus 

assume that this is the main driver of the seasonal fluctuations. 

Herewith, numerical experiments have shown a very limited supplementary influence on 

the speedup rate coming from other seasonally varying factors sometimes mentioned in literature, 

such as ice shelf thickness modulated by the submarine melt rate, or the presence of the sea ice 

giving an additional back stress on the front (Nick et al., 2012). 

 

2.3.3 Upernavik Isstrøm 

Very few studies have looked at the seasonal speed fluctuations of Upernavik Isstrøm, and 

the majority are not site-specific but have a large regional cover (Vijay et al., 2019; Moon et al., 

2014; Ahlstrøm et al., 2013). During the last two decades, two of the three glacier’s branches have 

undergone high-amplitude (up to 30% per year) multi-annual velocity trends on which the 

seasonal changes have been superposed. Additionally, they now flow with a very high average 

speed. Because of these two points, Upernavik Isstrøm makes a challenging case study for 

satellite-based observations of seasonal events with a moderate relative amplitude. Here, we 

present the first high-frequency velocity datasets that successfully resolve the presence of 

seasonal velocity dynamics on all three branches of Upernavik Isstrøm.  
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2.3.3.1 Observed seasonal dynamics of the ice speed 

The northern branch of Upernavik Isstrøm (UIN) has dramatically accelerated, almost 

twofold, in the 2000s (Larsen et al., 2016). Now it is a very fast flowing outlet glacier that shows 

mean annual speeds above 5 km/yr near its terminus (Figure 33-a). Farther inland, the average ice 

speed decreases gradually, to 4.5 and 2.5 km/yr at 5 km and 10 km upstream from the ice front. 

Currently the glacier is under a long-term slowdown.  We found a decrease of about -10% 

between 2015 and 2019 in agreement with the rate obtained by Mouginot et al. for the same 

period (2019). 

According to our time-series (Figure 33-a, -b), UIN clearly experiences summer speedups. 

The speed increases from late June to early August, with a maximum in mid-July. These events 

are well distinguishable up to 25 km upstream from the front (Figure 33-b). Farther inland, some 

relatively regular and spatially extended seasonal accelerations are still present, however, the 

uncertainties in our summer-time data become too large to draw any confident conclusion. 

Interestingly, it does not seem that the glacier accelerates gradually from the front towards the 

interior, as observed for the Russell sector or Petermann Gletscher, rather the acceleration is 

quasi-synchronous over the entire section under discussion. It can also be noted that across the 

inland areas the amplitude of the summer speedups does not change remarkably during the 5 

observed years, being on average about +5% from the MWS. This corresponds to about +120 

m/yr 10 km upstream from the front. However, the accelerations are more irregular both in 

magnitude and duration along the 1st km just near the front, where, in different years, they can 

vary from about +2% to +8% above winter speed (+100 m/yr to +400 m/yr, respectively). 

Note that while the speed increases are noticeable in absolute values on UIN, the relative 

value is small. We speculate that such smallness of the relative value together with much more 

pronounced longer-term trends obstructed the segregation and observation of summer speedups 

in earlier studies which used sparse observations and declared absence of seasonal dynamics 

(Moon et al., 2014; Vijay et al., 2019). 
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Figure 33 Surface velocities on the northern branch of Upernavik Isstrøm: (a) time-series 
at selected locations; (b) heat map showing ice speed changes relative to the interannual 
mean winter speed (MWS) along profile; (c) multiyear mean ice velocity from Mouginot 

et al. (2017) showing the point locations and profile used in (a) and (b). 

The central branch of Upernavik Isstrøm (UIC) shows pronounced interannual 

fluctuations of speed (Figure 34-a). It significantly speeded up in the early 2010s (Larsen et al., 

2016) and we still observe an increasing trend at the beginning of our time-series. At the end of 

2016, after a sharp acceleration event, especially remarkable in the lowest 5 kilometers (almost 

+30% in less than one year), a general deceleration trend took place. Note that this outstanding 

event affected the MWS reference value used for Figure 34-b; therefore, some features observed 

near its terminus (e.g. strong spring deceleration in 2019) are artefacts.   

Except the first kilometers near the front, UIC seasonal dynamics is characterized by 

regular mid-summer speedups with a maximum in mid-July. They happen simultaneously along at 

least 25 kilometers and, despite the data quality degradation farther inland, can be assumed up to 

50 km upstream from the front. The typical magnitude of these speedups decreases in absolute 

values from the ice margin towards the ice sheet interior, but rises in relative values (Figure 34-a, 

-b): the acceleration peak reaches +150 m/yr above the pre-acceleration state at 10 km from the 

terminus, while it is about +50 m/yr at 20 km. At the same time, the relative rate changes a little, 

from about 5% in the downstream area to 8% along the rest of the stream. 

The multi-month gentle speed rise and subsequent decrease, slowly happening in winter 

between October and April, is also observed in the majority of years in our observation across a 

vast area. However, we cannot be sure if it is a typical behavior or temporary perturbations 

caused by the 2016 acceleration event.  
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Figure 34 Surface velocities on the central branch of Upernavik Isstrøm: (a) time-series 
at selected locations; (b) heat map showing ice speed changes relative to the interannual 
mean winter speed (MWS) along profile; (c) multiyear mean ice velocity from Mouginot 

et al. (2017) showing the point locations and profile used in (a) and (b). 

The Southern branch of Upernavik Isstrøm (UIS) differs significantly from the other 

two branches (Figure 35). It did not experience the long-term velocity trends over the last four 

decades (Larsen et al., 2016), flowing twice slower that its neighbors. Here, we observe only 

seasonal variations in speed. While in some years the annual speed extrema are greater than in 

others, this branch does not experience any remarkable multiannual trend. Finally, its seasonal 

behavior does not resemble the “classical” turn of events. 

The UIS flows at about 2.4 km/yr near the front, slowing down to 100-200 m/yr per 

kilometer as we move inland. The seasonal variability of speed is visible along the entire length of 

the 50 km profile shown here. The behavior described below happens clearly along the first 20 

km from the glacier front. Farther inland, the time-series became noisier and we cannot 

confidently discuss the behavior’s nuances (Figure 35-b). 

Here, the annual cycle of velocity changes is composed of asymmetric acceleration and 

slowdown phases which continuously replace each other almost without a speed stability phase 

(Figure 35-a). The speed slowly increases over the winter period, and then sharply rises up from 

late May until early July when the speed is maximal. After that, it decreases rapidly to reach values 

almost twice lower than those before the springtime acceleration by late August. From this 

minimum, the speed gradually grows up again until the next spring, relatively rapidly the first two 
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months and then slowly for the rest of winter. Near the terminus a typical range of velocity 

springtime acceleration is about +200 m/yr from the preceding winter (or +8%). The absolute 

magnitude drops to ~+100 m/yr from winter at 10 km further inland. However, the relative 

magnitude does not change a lot, still being about +7% relative to the preceding winter. 

 

Figure 35 Surface velocities on the southern branch of Upernavik Isstrøm: (a) time-series 
at selected locations; (b) heat map showing ice speed changes relative to the interannual 
mean winter speed (MWS) along profile; (c) multiyear mean ice velocity from Mouginot 
et al. (2017) showing the point locations and profile used in (a) and (b). Measurements 

are absent from October 2018 to February 2019. 

 

2.3.3.2 Physical drivers of the seasonal dynamics 

As already mentioned, UIN seasonal behavior has not been identified in earlier studies 

(Moon et al., 2014; Vijay et al., 2019), therefore, the driving mechanisms have not yet been 

investigated. We compare the behavior of ice flow speed with those of front-line displacement 

and runoff. 

While an important calving activity exists throughout a year (Andresen et al., 2014) and the 

ice front position is highly variable, we observe that on average the terminus is further back in 

mid-summer than the rest of the year (Figure 36-a). The velocity maximum occurs on average at 

this moment or 1-2 weeks later. The onset, intensity peak and termination of runoff also closely 

correspond to the speedup development. We speculate that both drivers are important for this 
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glacier, being separately dominant across the downstream or upper sections; additionally, it can 

be suspected that the synchronous acceleration along many tens of kilometers is the result of 

their simultaneous influence. Taking into account the mutual changes in magnitude of all three 

variables in different years, it seems that the terminus surrounding area is more influenced by the 

front displacement, while from about ten kilometers inland the runoff impact is more important. 

Indeed, the far front retreat in 2016 caused the largest response in our time-series along the first 

few kilometers but not inland. Across the inland area, the greatest speedup, both in magnitude 

and duration, happened in 2019 which is the year with the most intensive melting (e.g. see Figure 

37 or Figure 38); nevertheless, downstream glacier sections demonstrated a moderate response. 

Such low sensitivity could result from the little resistance offered by the bed across this fastest 

glacier section, meaning that the runoff input to the hydrological system would have a limited 

impact on the average basal friction. 

 

Figure 36 Time-series of the relative front positions of the Upernavik branches (collected 
and provided by J. Mouginot). 

UIC is the only branch that demonstrates pronounced seasonal displacements of its front 

during the surveilled period in our observations (Figure 36-b), as well as in the twice shorter 

dataset of Vijay et al. (2019). On average, the front starts to advance in mid-winter and achieves 

the farthest position by late spring; once the melt onsets, the front retreats to its approximately 

pre-advance location and stabilizes by mid-summer. These displacements are assumed to be the 

major driver of the seasonal velocity dynamics (Vijay et al., 2019).  

Due to the strong interannual variability, it is difficult to compare the velocity changes with 

the front and runoff dynamics. It seems that on average the terminus advances match with the 

periods of ice flow slowdown. What consider the summer speedup, it is less obvious. For many 

years, the acceleration has taken place slightly after the front retreat onset and stopped with the 

front position stabilization in some years or a few weeks after in other years. However, in 2018 

the glacier velocity increased along many kilometers when the front was still advancing. At the 

same time, the occurrence, peak and duration of the speedups match well the surface runoff 

development in the observed years (Figure 37). Thereby, we speculate that both phenomena – 
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front displacements and surface runoff infiltration to the bed – would mutually drive the seasonal 

velocity changes at this glacier. 

 

Figure 37 Satellite-derived ice surface velocity and the MAR modelled surface water 
runoff at the 10-km inland location on the central branch of Upernavik Isstrøm (green 

point in Figure 34-c). 

For UIS, which presents clear and regular seasonal speed fluctuations, changes in subglacial 

water pressure are likely the leading forcing (Moon et al., 2014; Vijay et al., 2019), because the 

terminus does not show marked seasonal variations (Figure 36-c).  

Comparison of our velocity time-series with MAR surface runoff demonstrates a correlated 

variability of both (Figure 38).The start of the sharpest spring part of the acceleration phase 

matches well with the runoff onset. The velocity peaks are reached before those of runoff, being 

more flatten and temporally extended if a series of multiple runoff increases took place, like in 

2018 or 2019. Apparently, the duration of the deceleration phase and thus the resulting speed 

minimum are also related to the runoff cycle: if the latter continues for a longer time after the 

velocity slowdown onsets, a longer and deeper deceleration develops (e.g. 2017 against 2018). It 

has been hypothesized by Vijay et al. (2019) that the described specific relation between the speed 

and runoff phases is caused by the development of an efficient drainage system faster than 

typical, which is possible if high rates of basal melt prevent the channels extinction during winter. 

Indeed, the basal melt is estimated to be much more intensive at the Upernavik system than at 

the surrounding glaciers (Karlsson et al., 2021).   

 

Figure 38 Satellite-derived ice surface velocity and the MAR modelled surface water 
runoff at the 5-km inland location on the southern branch of Upernavik Isstrøm (orange 

point in Figure 35-c). 
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3. Modelling of seasonal dynamics of 

glacier basal environment 

 

Alexandra's Land, Franz Josef archipelago –  Sentinel-2 satellite image, 23  Aug 2019  
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3.1 Modelling approaches 

Here, we are considering numerical modelling as the computer-based solving of a set of 

mathematical equations. Contrary to pure “conceptualization models” describing phenomena, 

numerical models provide quantitative results. Usually, in glaciology the equations are based on 

physical conservation principles (e.g., conservation of mass and momentum) but also on 

parameterizations to describe certain processes (e.g., ice deformation under stresses). The 

required models’ inputs can include physical constants, like ice thermal conductivity or gravity 

acceleration, observed environmental fields, like surface speed or topography, and uncertain 

coefficients for the processes that are parameterized, like sediment critical shear stress or bed 

slipperiness. Uncertainties in models come from different sources, such as the quality and 

quantity of input data, incompletely represented or missing physical processes, or inadequate 

simplification (e.g. unconstrained parameterization).  

Regarding the devoted time and addressed questions, models are divided into diagnostic 

and prognostic. The diagnostic models focus on the actual conditions and state to investigate the 

system and its behavior, for instance the driving processes of an observed phenomenon. The 

prognostic models aim to predict and estimate the probability of the system’s reaction to the certain 

conditions differing from the actual ones. Thereby, diagnostic models require, first of all, valid 

input data of the current state of a system, while the prognostic models need to be well 

constrained by the description of processes and their cross-interactions. Despite those two types 

of models address different questions, they are complementary. To make a robust projection 

using a prognostic model, we need first to obtain a reliable description of the system’s processes 

with diagnostic models.  

In this chapter, we aim to improve our understanding of subglacial processes governing the 

seasonal velocity changes. A diagnostic model is therefore used. 

As described in Section 1.3.4, in Greenland the flow of outlet glaciers is strongly 

dependent on the subglacial water variability. Thereby, both systems – ice masses and underlying 

hydrology – attracted the attention of the modelling community. Subglacial hydrological models 

describe the state of water under a glacier and the corresponding evolution of the host 

environment, usually focusing on the water routing network and water pressure in it. Despite the 

intensive progress, these models are still difficult to set up as many input parametrizations are 

required. Moreover, the output results are hardly verifiable as the water state measurements are 

only possible locally in boreholes and a large-scale network location cannot be easily observed. Ice 

flow models are focused on a glacier itself, describing the ice body motion and geometry 

evolution. As inputs, they require the description of the initial conditions, e.g. surface and bed 

topography which are relatively easy to obtain over large areas. Also, those models can be rather 

easily validated by surface speed observations as velocity field is one of the major outputs.  

For a realistic representation of the seasonal and/or long-term evolution of the glacier 

motion, subglacial hydrology and ice flow models can be coupled to simulate the interaction 

between the basal condition and the moving ice (Brinkerhoff et al., 2021; Flowers, 2015). In 

practice, the realistic coupling still remains difficult to achieve, because our understanding of the 

interaction between the ice and subglacial environment remains poorly constrained.  
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Here, we will use an ice flow model, forced with the temporally dense observations of ice 

surface velocity, established in Section 2, in order to improve the understanding about mutual 

influence between seasonal evolution of basal conditions and glacier motion. 

Ice flow models estimate the velocity inside the ice from generic fluid mechanics 

equations based on the principles of mass and momentum conservation (Brinkerhoff and 

Johnson, 2013; Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2012). As described in Section 1.2, for the considered 

applications, ice behaves as a highly viscous non-Newtonian fluid so that inertial terms can be 

neglected and the internal velocity and pressure fields can be derived from the Stokes equations. 

Thus, at a given time, the glacier's 3D velocity field is fully determined by the glacier geometry, 

the ice material properties and the boundary conditions. 

The most complex models (usually referred to as Full Stokes model) include all stresses 

described by the Stokes equations and solve the whole set of equation in 3D without 

approximations (Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2012; Mahaffy, 1976) (Figure 39). They are suitable for any 

flow conditions and glacier configurations. In return, they require intensive computations.  

In certain flow conditions or glacier configurations, the Stokes equations can be simplified 

by neglecting some stress components.  

 

Figure 39 Full Stokes (left) and Shallow-Ice Approximation (right) models with stress 
components included. Adapted from antarcticglaciers.org. 

For instance, the Shallow-Ice Approximation (SIA) is one of the simplest problem framing 

(Figure 39). It assumes that the driving stress is fully balanced by the basal drag alone, without 

any other stresses taken into account (Bueler, 2016; Winkelmann et al., 2011). In general, such 

simplification is allowed when horizontal dimensions of a glacier are much larger than its 

thickness, hence the name "shallow", and where the ice is frozen to the bed so that only the shear 

stresses in the horizontal plane are relevant. In such a case, the horizontal velocity only depends 

on the local surface slope and ice thickness. These are typical conditions when considering an ice-

sheet interior. Another simplification is the Shallow-Shelf Approximation (SSA), which, contrary to 

the SIA, neglects horizontal shear and keep the other deviatoric stress components, i.e. 

longitudinal and vertical shear stresses (Bueler and Brown, 2009; Winkelmann et al., 2011). Its 

name refers to ice shelves as the drag is null on the water interface. As no or negligible horizontal 

shear stress occurs within the ice body, the horizontal speed is considered to be vertically 

uniform and the equations are vertically integrated.  

The approach of how the spatial component is taken into account divides the flow models 

into flowline and planar. The former type makes the simulations along a single line, usually 
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following the glacier streamline (1D), and is suitable for long narrow valley glaciers (Jay-Allemand 

et al., 2011; Nick et al., 2012). The latter includes the two horizontal dimensions (i.e. plan-view 

and 3D models). Both types can average or neglect some processes vertically distributed across 

the ice column, like SSA do, and thus be depth-integrated. Simplified models are computationally 

more efficient. Models of intermediate complexity have also been developed, aiming to balance 

the usage universality with computational cost (Passalacqua et al., 2016). 

3.2 Case study of the Russell sector: ice 

flow seasonal dynamics  

In ice flow models the conditions at the base are usually prescribed by a friction law, i.e. 

boundary conditions that relate basal shear stress to the sliding velocity. Both components are 

thus solution of the problem. Basal conditions being particularly uncertain, most ice flow 

models are now equipped with inverse methods that allow to infer the friction parameters from 

observed surface speed. 

Of our three case study glaciers, two are marine-terminating and one is land-terminating. 

As discussed in Section 1.3, the seasonal ice flow of the marine-terminating glaciers is 

influenced by changes in the terminus position and basal drag, while the land-terminating 

glaciers are only influenced by the latter. In the inverse problem, the marine-terminating glaciers 

consequently induce an additional level of complexity compared to the land-terminating 

glaciers.  

In the context of this thesis, we chose to focus on the land-terminating Russell sector to 

have a first overview of the opportunities and limitations of inverse modelling in deriving the 

seasonal evolution of the basal conditions from the high-frequency observations described in 

Section 2.3.1.1. We decided to use a Full Stokes model rather than SIA or SSA approximations 

to keep the most precise description of the problem. Nevertheless, it could be interesting in the 

continuation of this work to evaluate the suitability of these approximations for the framing of 

the study.  

The details of the model implementation, the integration of velocity observations, and the 

results obtained for the changes in the basal conditions (basal drag, water pressure) have been 

submitted for publication in The Cryosphere (Derkacheva et al., 2021) and therefore correspond 

to the continuation of this chapter.  
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Conclusion & perspectives 

In this thesis, we addressed the problems of lack of frequent, spatially-extended and precise 

observation of glaciers surface speed and of the resulting limitations in investigations of speed 

fluctuations driving processes.  

Our results of the first part (Section 2) show that the joint use of images from multiple 

satellites allows the creation of velocity time-series with temporal resolution and uncertainties 

suitable for seasonal observation of dynamics across the entire GrIS margin. Developing post-

processing analysis improved the accuracy of our time series and the final datasets have a 

temporal resolution of about 2-weeks and an accuracy of about 10 m/yr, hence improving the 

quality of raw measurements by a factor three. With such datasets, we reveal the detailed spatio-

temporal behavior of seasonal flow dynamic of three glaciers in Greenland; for the first time we 

resolved the presence of seasonal velocity fluctuation on Upernavik glacier northern and central 

branches, where the previous studies declared lack thereof. The satellite data reveal a complex 

seasonal behavior for each of the studied glaciers, which comes from the mixed effects of 

different forcings acting on a seasonal basis. 

Nevertheless, it is good to mention that our time-series still suffer from gaps in 

observations and cross-correlation results. This issue was not been fully solved during this study. 

Two ways of further improvements could be proposed to deal with these issues. First, a finer 

choice of the cross-correlation parameters with respect to the specificity of site, season, or sensor 

type could potentially improve the feature-tracking robustness. Second, more advanced post-

processing algorithms would take into account the redundancy of measurements to fill the gaps 

in sophisticated way with the respect to the local dynamics. Besides that, a more detailed and 

realistic estimation of uncertainties in the derived time-series is crucial in order to tend toward 

data assimilation in models, which would help to produce an optimal estimate of the evolving 

state of the system. As shown here, the theoretically estimated values assigned to the raw 

measurements are not uniformly suitable for measurements done in various seasons; moreover, 

the unique value per velocity map hides the spatial heterogeneity of the measurement's quality. 

Further, on the LOWESS post-processing step, we do not take into account even those 

theoretically uncertainty values and do not evaluate the uncertainties of output data. The proper 

manipulation by the uncertainties in the post-processing would be realized by adding several 

intermediate calculations in a used routine.         

In the second part of the thesis (Section 3), we assess the potential of modelling use on a 

dense time series to recover the seasonal evolution of the external forcings and so improve our 

understanding of its interaction with the glacier dynamic. Our diagnostic model-based study 

showed that the retrieved surface speed measurements can provide a new level of details on the 

evolution of basal conditions. The temporal richness of the input data became an important 

benefitting point for the created modelling workflow, providing a better constrain of the model's 

procedures and parameterization. As a result, we achieved to describe with great detailes the 

seasonal evolution of subglacial environment conditions and responsible drivers, including 

hydrological processes, based on the observations of ice surface speed. It was also possible to 
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identify areas of differing responses of ice motion, or to make the assumptions on the bedrock 

properties and presence of deformable sediments. 

This experiment has been done for the land-terminating Russell site, for which many 

studies have been previously conducted and the major velocity driver has already been 

conceptualized. The time-series generated for marine-terminating Upernavik Isstrøm and 

Petermann Gletscher, where the mutual role of more numerous processes is less clear and will be 

difficult to entangle, would also allow similar detailed investigations of the seasonal drivers. The 

incorporation of grounding/front lines displacement will require an additional level of complicity 

of the model and results analysis. Besides that, the access to the velocity observations with fine 

temporal resolution open the large possibilities for a list of questions that were previously 

investigated only on synthetic case studies. For instance, it has not yet been examined if the usage 

of a constant mean annual velocity or the velocity fields containing seasonal fluctuations would 

lead to changes in the results of a multi-decennial prognostic modelling.  

 

Thanks to the currently operational satellite constellation and image processing facilities, it 

is possible to produce frequent, accurate, and spatially extended measurements of glacier flow. It 

can be stated that the lack of observations, which has been a limiting factor until recently, is now 

overcoming. However, a careful attention must be paid to how these time series will be made 

available to the glaciological community, including questions of post-processing and errors 

budget assessment. In any case, this era of Big Data makes possible the new series of advances in 

modelling and, consequently, refinement of the understanding of processes driving the ice flow. 
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